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The Portland Daily Press is published every
morniug, (Sundays excepted), at #6,00 per year in ad-

Gen. McClellan and staff left here last
night
for tiie field, somevAere. Col. l.arnard's re-

vance.

mains were escorted pi the
depot to-day to go
North for interment, lie was a most efficient
officer. Senator Fessenden left here last night

Advertising!

Transient Advertisements, #1.00 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding three, and uot

w ith the remains of his son.
Tile officers aud
Soldiers with whom this young man was associated, speak in the highest terms of him as a
true and faithful soldier. After lie w as
wounded,

one week, #1.25 per square; 75 cents per
after. One square every other day one week,
cents
60
#1.00;
per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under head of Amusements,
##.00 per square per week.
Sfecial Notices, #1.50 per square for first week,
#1.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for one insertion. No charge less than fifty

than

more

week

and knew that he must die, he exclaimed, “it
is all right” Noble young man, lie has done
well his

in

duty

life, and

died

as

‘-•‘1 die.
From

nr All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the “Editors qf the Press," aud
those of a business
the Publishers.

charactei^o
Daily

and

day evening,
thought l»est to dispense
with preaching from the stand, and instead
thereof an interesting prayer meeting was held
in tlie Biddeford tent. Tuesday morning, tlie
attendance was a little increased, aud after tlie
customary religious services in the tents, and
providing for tlie inner man, the people were
summoned. at 10 o’clock A. M., to the stand
for preaching. The importance of faith was
illustrate)! and enfosced, by Kev. J. Cobb,
from tlie words, “Have faith in God.” At 2 P.
M. Kev. P. E. Brown urged the duty of
prompt
obedience from John 2, 5. At 7 1-2, P. M.
Bev. M. D. Center, from Phil. 2, 12-13, showed

Maine State

Press Office, in Fox Block, No. 82$ Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evefrom 7 o’clock in the

morning

to 9 in the

evening.
ITT" Jon Printing of every description executed

dispatch; and all
fice or paper promptly
with

pertaining to the oftransacted on application as

business

above.

COMMUNICATIONS.
_

[From

our

Regular Corraapo*dent.j

how tlie

Capital.
Washtngton, D. C., Sept. bth, 1862.
Editors of Press:—The comparative quiet
that prevailed In this city for a few days, has
passed away, and all is hublmb and confusion
to lookers on, if there is anybody that stops
long euough to look on. The avenue is full,
the Hotels are full, the city is full, and if a
“conscription act” should be enforced here today an army might be raised sufficient to warrant the raising of Die cry “On to Kiclunond,”
or any other poiut, where rebeldom might develope itself through its armed forces. Many have come in here from the adjoining
country, seekiug a place of refuge and safety,
Letter from the National

in which it

others

entire

days and nights.

on

“Long Bridge.” As they passed
residence, being some two hours
in passing, one continued roar was kept up by
the troops, manifesting a degree of enthusiasm
unparalleled.
the General's

doubt in the mind of any one in
to who should be placed at the head of
a

army in the field, let them come on here,
and that doubt will at once be removed. 1
our

hot how strong their prejudices,

hard they may have labored

to create

how-

nor

and

es-

tablish

public sentiment touching this important question.
No general can lead our army successfully
in the field but George B. McClellan, so long,
at any rate, as the present feeling exists among
the troops in regard to him. And this feeling
is universal. You ask these soldiers as they
pass along, where they are going? they will
cry out with enthusiasm bordering upon wildness, “We are going to fight under our General, we have got a General now,our old General,
and we will fight under nobody-else.” Here
is a clear indication of the feeling existing in
the army universally, and it is acknowledged
here on all hands.

The mouths of those who

have made it their principal business to abuse
the President and McClellan have been com-

pletely closed, the most of them, by having an
opportunity to see in a clear and distinct light
the error they had fallen into,but some of them
have been stopped by a blow, on the sideoflhe
head by a soldier from the field, who has incidentally heard as he passed in the street, their
abuse.

certainly
again settling
leadership.
It Is

a

are

very gratifying
down upon this

fact that

question

we

of

We were very mucli pleased to meet Rev.
Mr. Stebbens, Hon. S. E. Spring and others of
the

citizens of Portland

good

out on

here,having

come

errand of mercy, aud although they
were not called upon to act In the capacity iu
which it was supposed they were needed, yet
an

they will be satisfied, as well as the
people of Portland, that the lime and money
expended on account of their trip to Washington, have been well appropriated. They will lie
prepared to represent things in their true light
when they return to your city.
How many a heart, too, was made glad by
their presence, and kind words, as they visited
the Hospitals. It would have done you good,
Mr. Editor, to have seen Mr. Stebhins grasp
the hand of the soldiers, both in and out of
the Hospital,—some adopted citizens of Portland, perhaps, who knew Mr. S., but with
whom he was unacquainted,—how quick an
acquaintance was formed, aud with what interest did Mr. 8. inquire for their welfare, aud
we

think

take minutes of their wauts, and of the locations of their families, promising to visit them
upon his return. Upon his inquiring of one
poor wounded man, whether he stoo<i in need
of anything to make him more

comfortable,

aud receiving the reply that he would like
some

pocket-liandkerchiefs; Mr. 8. replied,—
“They shall be forwarded to you to-morrow
morning.” This mail was not a Maine soldier,

either.

1 mention this instance

to

show the

good people of Portlaud that they have sent the
right kind of men out here, to do good as opportunity might present itself. Would that we

HEAD

Omichox.

j

very much overated. He says:—
This reliel general is gaining a reputation
at the Xortli out of all pro|K»rtion to his real
merit, and which we are quite sure is not acknowledged in military circles at the South,
(ten. Shields whip|>ed him handsomely at
Winchester, rapturing his wounded uud colors
and compelling a rapid and disorderly retreat.
Gen. Hanks followed him down the valley,
near to Staunton, without getting a fight out
of him. Jackson subaaquently drove Banks
across the Potomac, when the latter lmd
only
four thousand men to coutend with the former’s thirty thousand. Jackson then ran away from Fkkmont, who compelled an indecisive fight at ('ross Keys, in which neither
could claim a victory, as laith retreated in opposite directions the day after. It is denied
by Mr. Hclbckt and others, who ought to
know, that Jackson did any fighting in the
battles on our right wing before liichmoiid.
We next hear of him at Cedar Mountain, hut
he marched in the wrong direction the day after the battle to Is- able to claim it as a great
success.
It was Lee’s whole army who got in
Pope’s rear at Manassas, and not Jackson
alone, as it is generally supposed. In the last
two days’ Bull Hun battles it is denied that
Jackson was present at all. lie however,
did attempt to flank our forces at Fairfax, but
was driven bark and defeated
by Generals
Keaknev and Stevens.
"Stonewall" Jackson, in short, is a good
partisan leader—quick, daring, and given to
doing unexpected things. But tiiat class of
men are always overrated.
He has been whipby one of our generals already, and what
s been done once can lie done
again. Let
us l»e careful how we
help make repulutious
for the red-handed traitors.

Gd

An Incident of the Wail—The day after
the engagement of thetith of June, near Ilarrisonbnrgh, Vn., in which Capt. Haines, of the
1st X. J. Cavalry, was killed, a party from his
regiment were sent in search of the body.
They met with no success till an old woman,
the wife of a Hunker, came, asking what they
wanted. Upon being told, she said her litis"Uii'i

mail
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PA S TR Y.

RELISHES.

Pie,.6 Tomatoes,.6

A Present

for

alone cost

one

Vandalism.—The Masonic jewels belong-

ing to Fredricksburg J-odge, of which Gen.
Washington was a member, were stolen while
that city was in the posessinn of the enemy.
Their intrinsic, value is small compared with
the associations with which they were connected. They were worn by Gen. Washington in
his several offices of Deacon, Warden anil master of Fredricksburg Lodge, and were highly
prized as relics.

WHOLESALE

PAINTER,

ME.

66

J.O.TUKXV.

better than ever
prepared to wait upon his cusby strict attention to their wanta
to merit a continuance of the
patronage which he has
hitherto received.
£ G. MAYO.

tomers, and

kind of Blank Book used
by Banks, Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Counting Houses.

“ELI

Block,

he knows “how to
keep a hotel.” Clean,
rooms, good beds, a well-provided table, attentive servants and moderate
charges are the Induce*
meuts he holds out to those whose busines or rIms.
^
■re call them to the “Forest
City.”

JONATIIAH BLISS,
Portland. Aug. 19, 1862.
..

Exchange Street.

Portland. June 28,1862.

Boston, Mass.,
the largest and best arranged Hotel In
file New England States; is centrally locaand easy of access from all the routes of
travel.
It contains the modern improve*
_iinents, and every convenience for the com.
rt and accommodation of the travelling
public.
The sleeping rooms are large and well ventilated;
the suits of rooms are well arranged, and completely
furnished for families and large travelling parties,
and the house will continue to be kept as a first class
Hotel in every respect.

GENTLEMEN,

LIS

ted,

measure

CTT“ Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to
ju!29dtf

Sugar and Holnsses.

Trinidad
I a/

BOXES Fine Yellow Sngar.
89 hhds. Muscovado Sugar.
23 ticrcea
do.
do.
298 hhds. Muscovado Molasses.
22 ticrcea
44 bbla.

do.
do.

'Wholesale

(Opposite

II.

Grocers,

MERCHANTS,

H A

Y,

Wldgery’s Wharf,)

head of

PKLEO BAKKEK,
LYNCH,
je23dtf

JOHN

—AND—

MOFFOTT’B,

PAPERHANGING

Market Square,

27

Order* respectfully solicited by Mr*. Moffett, who
will pay personal attention to the same.
aul2dtf

LYNCH.

THOH.

I. D. MERRILL A CO.,

B B TJ M B E R

S,

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS.

Premium Blank Books
of every

Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated f Brass
Cocks, qf all kinds constantly on hand.

tV* All kind* of fixture* for hot and cold water

experience,

No. 88 MIDDLE STREET,
•ft, A* usual, keep censtanlly supplied with frc*h
III and fashionable [tours and SHOES, in everv variety and style for gentlemen’* and laf
^•diea wear, and Invite all their old customers
and the public
generally to ffive them a call whenever
they desire to replenish their ’’understanding*.
E. s. k Co. are axent* for the Leavitt and Wilcox
k Gibb* SEWING-MACHINES.
aug5—Hind

our

set up in the be*t manner.
AH order* in city or country personally attended to
1. D. MERRILL.
JOHN BOND.
*. D. MERRILL.

SHIP

L. H.

Corner Commercial 8t. and
JOHN

PALMER’S
ARTIFICIAL

Sheet Gutta Fercha for

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drags,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

AND

CRUTCHES,

R

KEROSENE OIL,
l'aint establishment.

Portland.

usually kept

in

a

Drug

C.

D.

NEW

STORE,

Flour,

Foreign

WHARF,

and Proviaion Bnsineaa,
HERETOFORE.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOK THE STRING
AND SUMMER SEASONS !
In hi* new stock are comprised Fancy Cloth* for
Spring Overcoats and Business Suits, Rich Black and

Fancy
I) OKSKINS!
great variety of pattern*. VESTINGS

A. D. REEVES,

13 dt 15 UNION

Tailor,

merchants,

OIT. OLD CITY
3ind& woe

AND DEALERS IN-

PORTLAND,

ME.

John Q. Twitche]!. jul3Id8tn

Jm’« P.

SION

AND

Champlin.

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

tU

Orders bv mail

ARMY

98

Cocke, Valve*, I*ipeaand Connection*, Wholesale or ltetail.

STEAM AND

beat

Done in the

Work.

B. THOMPSON,
prepared to receive order* for

Is

Free Stone,

Marble,

Soap Stone,

Marble Chimney Piece*. Monumental Work and
Urindutoue*.

PORTLAND,

DOLE

No. 1M Middle M„ Portland.
Scroll
3w

Commission

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

ed and trimmed

AKK AT-

No.
And

Style,

UNION STREET.
will be sold cheaper than at any other place in
the city.

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.
II. II. also manufacturesAXD

DRAWER-WORK,

Of every description, including Taylor’s Selfsupporting Duawkr, the t>est Kind ever made.
CP** All orders for lb-pairing Furniture, Varnish(.'hair Seating, tila/ing, &c.,
ing,
promptly atteud<>d to.
Ju!31tf

Upholstering,

a

apply

HAVE

the
this olfico

IDrug Store!

taken More,

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c.,

And solicit a share of public )mt miiage. trusting
that by furnishing I lie purest chemicals ami bent Mock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the disiH-usary department, to merit the confidence
of the public.
CHAB. F. CUOSMAN.

je24tf

F.

THOB. H.POOR.

PARKER,

near

Ktojiiirc at

nTtUH
E,
B«‘<Nl»'iuls

Loiuigrs
SPRING-BUDS,

M l

JOHN

Every Delicacy

TURTLE SOUP, TUE8DAY AND FRIDAT.

|

BROOK TROl’T ami all kinds af GAME
Served to order.

PINE APPLE LEMONADE,
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

2N“ Frogs Served to Order. -tZ

!

•»•

Ukoi'LAtt Boauduks at Rkduced Bates.
Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to i
O’clock.
je23edtf

FIRE

Agent

Me.

Manufacturers.

1

TTHESSBS,
IONS, tfc., Ifc.

PE W-CVSU-

Exrhtiuge Street, Portland.

nnuuRni

C4F" Hair Mattri'.fw', renovated. iFurnitnre repaired and varnished, t hair- re-eaxied in an im.Second-hand Furnituru bought,
proved mat..
►old or exchang' d.
juKIUdUiu

6^

Co'e:

<

ompany,
Cash Capital and Sarplus, 9600,000.

Republic Fire Insurance Company*
Cash Capital and Surplus, 9812,000.

Of New York.

Relief Fire Inaarance Company*
Of New Y ork.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 9260.000.
Fire and Marine Ins* UM

Sxcrnmr. which ought always to oo the
in effecting insurance, la here oifered to the public, at the Unrest rates </ premium
adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office in "Boyd’s Building," opposite Post Office.

_jnlldtf__PORTLAND.

jlnl consideratum

save ten

and Platfd Ware,

limes its cost to

any family using
repair Fnruititrr, (;l,UM, frortrry anil
Stonr H'arr. Wholesale anti retail hv
iseodSur
(i. I.. BAILKY. 42 Kxehange Street.

WANTED.
Stationary Kngine. Inquire at

MAN to run a
Blake's Bakery,
August 30.

A

Departments. Being one of the largest stocks in the
State, purchaser* can tind almost any variety of rich,
medium and low-priced goods, suited to tluir different wauls.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; and the subscriber is confident that, combining
as he does the various branches of
house-furnishiug
business, he can offer good* at prices that will
fail of proving satisfactory on examination.

PORTLAND

138 and 140 Kiddle Street. Portland.

Butter and Cheese.
1 HA TUBS

Vermont Bl’TTF.R,
••
CHKKSE.
Just received and for sale by
F. A. SMITH,
10 ft 21 Silver Street.
augtdtw
Choice
150 Inixes

dtf

WILLIAM
A. PEARCE,
P I. IT M B KR,

Apples and Onions.
S7f!T

I 9J

BBLS.
150 do.

Silver-skin ONIONS.
APPLES. (Sweet and Sour Bough*).

Just received and for wale by
F. A. SMITH.
19 A 21 Silver Street.
aug4d4w

J.

D.

CHENEY,

MELODEON

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

H'arm, ('old and Shower Baths, H'ash Bowls, Brass

and Silver I’latrd (\n'Ls.
of Water f ixture for DwellJ ing Houses, Motels, Public Buildings, Ships. Ac.,
and
iu
the
set
best manner, and all orup
arranged
der* in town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbiug
attended to.
Constantly ou hand, I/ead Pipes ami Sheet Lead,
ami Bucr Pumps of all kinds.
july2Ddly

riYHIS

J

continue to
Comply
as tiftorable as those

terms

pany.
All

paid,

nnniifhcturrr,

13oJ MIDDLE STREET.

Description

—J. D. C. has received more first premium*
for best instruments than any other maker in
•
the State.
and Tuning promptly and personfST*
wl) 7
ally attended to.

NB

Repairing

insure property

of any reliable

on
com-

policies

upon which six premiums have been
renewed anuualiy free of premium to the
holder.

policy

Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
terms before insuring elsewhere.

ascertain the

Office 109 Middle

Street*

CHARLES HOLDEN, President.
Edward Shaw, Secretary.
June 23.
etSd3ra

BATH

MUTUAL.

marine Insurance Company.
OFFICE UNDER THE SAtiADAHOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET.
President and Directors of the Rath Mutual
Marine Insurance C ompany give notice that their
Capital Stock amounts to

THE

;
$200,000
make insurance

on the
prepared to
agaiust marine risks, not exceeding
• 10,000 in any One Risk.

And that thev
mutual

arv

principle,

DIRKCTORS:

John Patten.
Oliver Moses,
M F. I. an nett,
J. H. Me Lei lan.
Jan. F. Patten,

Wm Drummond, O. E. R. Fatten,
Sain’I I. Robinson, E. K. Harding,
Arthur Ke wall,
J. F. Morse.
Lewis Rlackmer,
David l*atten,

S. A.

Houghton,

E. K
E. C.

-AMD-

Harmonium

Company.

are

#dlw

Teas.

uol

Mutual Fire Insurance

Congress Street.

CVfl/'k HALF CHESTS Fine tiolong Teas,
jitl" r 50 do.
do.
do.
Souehong
For sale by JOHN LYNCH ft CO.
Jr23-3m

HR

dk wtf

Me

Richards’ Combined Qlue and Cement

WILL
it

23.

June

it GO Middle Street,

to

General Assortment of

promptly

Fikat Clam Insurance

insurance

Of Providence.

STOKER A CUTLER, General Agents.

Til HE attention of purchasers is invited to the large
X and desirable stoek of House-keeping Goods now
in store, as above, comprising as it docs uearly every
article usually needed in the Euruiture and ('rockery

JjIVKKY

following

ELIPTIC.

Every Machine fully Warranted.

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

No. 124

of the

PmtrncT

Portland,

23, 18R2.

INSURANCE.

08ee 74 Middle,

Equitable

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,
a

Meals to

WARREN SPARROW,
rer» ef Exchaege 8k«

SHUTTLE.

SLO AT

Dealer in

Cutlery,

of the Season

Served up at all boats.

Of Boston.

FURNITURE,
Britannia fair, TaUr

PORTLAND, ME.

...

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

IN SURANCE.

FOR FAMILIES

-MAKER OK-

F IT R

DIRIGO EATING HOUSE,
No. 7 MILK STREET.

CLASS

Portland, Me.

PLAIN
and

d3w*w3ra

PORTLAND, ME.,

-DEALER IN-

June

WILL IAN

Portland. Aug. 28. 1862.

~

A,

eodtf

N*. 75 Middle Street.
(Fox Block.) and respectfully invite public attention to their large and well selected Mock of

14H

MSMALL

MOODY.

UPHOLSTERER

WANTED—Convenient tenements for the
accommodation of two small families, iu
mprct.ble localities, and within ten minutes’walk of the Post Office. Kent not to
exceed from #160 to 176 per annum.
Address Box 42, Post Office, or
at the Counting Knom of the Daily Press,Fox Block.
distf
Portland, June 23.

rooms,

FRANKLIN C

CHOSOTAN A POOR,

TENEMENTS WANTED.

WANTED.
REBUT, of five or six
business part of the city.

EMPIRE

SAMLCL ADLAM, JrM

Aud

June 23.

30

-C.

DOLE,

1ST ew

BLAKE'S,

SHOW-CASES, DESKS,

STREET,
dly

No. 11? Middle Street,
Aug. 15.
ly

PORTLAND, Me.
ANDREW T.

5tre^Ut,y

Tailor,

DENTIST,

Importer

—AND—

To be lbuud iu this city, of every description, finish-

II.

tlrrchanls,

COFFINS
CASKETS,

house, promisee to spare no pules to
accommodate its former patron*, ae well ea
hi*
old
friends and the public generally.
!
J-1 Having had an experience of sixteen yean,
he thinks he can now "keep a hotel
Tnia house to one of tbe beet in tbe city, and
very
,oc,lt*<, on CoapiM, corner of Green

BECKETT,

DR. II. KIMBALL,

*****

PORTLAND.

I

SAVE THE PIECES!

FLOUB, CORN AND PBODUCE,

In tlie Neatest

EXCHANGE

am

AMASA T. C. DODGE,
HAVING assumed the proprietorship of
this

8ewing-3faeliines.
...

Parlor, ODamDer

AMD WHOLESALE DEALER* HI

BST

Eicbaage*

Nearer

dtf

FIRST

N. B.—All work U*ing promptly and personally attended to, is warranted to give thorough satisfactiou.
je23t f

ME.

MOODY,

feet ef

rortland. June 23.

NAVY

GENERAL

Signs, Banners, Landscapes, Figures, Flowers.

C.

At

wear

Watch-Maker,

Coraer of Pearl and Federal Sts..
Je23tf

Fere Street

C ALDER WOOD k

141 Middle Street*

manner.

St., ana 233 & 235 Fore St.,
PORTLAND, ME.

M arble
J.

180

L. J. ( HOSS

union

jnBdtf

tin* island*, supplied
with stores at the shortest notice.
Excursionists
Order* solicited.

executed.

Portland, Aug. 6. 1882.

GAS FITTING,

most central House in the city.
Railroads and Steamboats.

CITY HOTEL,

P ARTIES~

visiting

-BY

AND EVERY DESCRIPTION Of MACHINERY,

worn o

promptly

AND

A. D. REEVES

eoddm

PLEASURE

street,

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

MANUFACTURER OF

Steam

express

Largest,

IT-HORSES AND CARRIAGES TO I-PT
jullft—3m

with Medicines and
and vials refilled.

C. J. BRYlMiES, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 1*8.
aridtf

jc3d—3in

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

dtf

or

augHemflm la m w

to

summer.

Ono Door East of Canal Hank.

PAINTER,
HT* Order* solicited.

AND

PROPRIETOR

MEDICINES,

FROM

HALL,-PORTLAKD, ME.

middle:

O. M. SHAW,

November 1st, 1862. to May 1st, 1863. the
rates of freight on all dencriptioua of lumber
and timber will be advance 25 |**r ceut.
No tire wood will be couveved between October 1st,
1*8. and May 1st, 1*8.
An advance in the rates of Are wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of change* in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not lie able
to take Are wood from certaiu places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for Are wood
to be carried on the railway
during tbe next mason,
they must understand that they willdo so at their owu
risk, and that the Company will not feel themselves
hound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of thf rates of freight, and
from what station* tire wood can be carried next

Blork, Conirrss Stmt,

HOUSE,

BANGOR, ME.,

Notice to Wood and Lumber Merchant*.

ENGRAVER\s
NO. 84}

ORNAMENTAL

BANGOR

Framing,

J. GRANT.

DESIGNER

3St7“

SANS 0

Term* Made-rate Ay the Weak ar Day.
Bath, June 23. 1862.
dtf

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

J. F. KirHAKDSOH,

SS Commercial St., opp. Thoma« II lock,

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

Work, &c.

Cases renewed
June 24. 1*62.

^Bdentist,
Clapp’s

within thn-e miuutea walk of the
Depot, Steamboat
Custom House. Ac., being dicentre of the City.

Lauding, Poet Office,
rectly iu the business

ic., it.,

SE AVE 7.

books.

SURGEON 4 MECHANICAL

No. A

T

Sauadauock is one of the (nest, moat spacioas. and beet appointed Motels In the State, located

Physicians and Families supplied

DK. C. II. OSGOOD,

^

_-

iuwtmg

For sale at the above store by

M.

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,

GENTLEMEN’S FURNISHING GOODS,
To all of which attention is especially invited.

•♦•Coat and vest makers wanted.
Portland, June 23,1802.

represented.

as

aug4—3meod&w

dly

Commiision

STREET,

SHEET HERBS, fc., fc.,
Packed in every variety of packages to suit dealers.
CU Coffee and Spices ground fbr the trade at

short notice.
All good* warranted

and Picture

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

/CONSTANTLY on hand, and for sale, at wholesale
market price*. in the crude state or mauuHacturV
ed, every description of

EXCHANGE STREET.

Plain and

Of a
of all
the varieties that the market afford*—Silk, Satin, Linen. and Cotton—many rare and unique style*. Also
an assortment of the nicer qualities of

BATH. MAINE.
THE fin.
Bath is one of the henlthieet
localities on the coast of
Maine—delightfulsituated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea, and affords one of the meat
retreats from the dost and turmoil of our

Done neatly as usual.

CUE AM TARTAR.
SALE It A rrs,

mttention given to CUTTING and
PARTICULAR
MAKING UOYS' GARMENTS, hy

FANCY BROADCLOTHS
For Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
qualities of French aud German, as well a* the cheaper substantial fabrics.
Elegant Black and Colored,

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
Proprietor,

KXI’lIAMiK Stbikt.

Piper Rusk* Furj Good*,

Book‘Binding

Spice Mills,

dtf

Alfred Carr,

Next door above the British and American
Express
Office, where he will accommodate all who may be in
want of good* in his Itne, at very low
prices.

COFFEE.
SPICES.

3ra

TWITCIIELL St CHAMPLIN,

Has prepared himself by selections from the New
Styles of Good* recently imported in New York and
Bouton, to meet the requirement* of his customers
*
and the public a* to

Bath, June 23. 1861.

TO Nq. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,

Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

PORTLAND, ME.

Tortland, Aug. 8.1881.

131. MIDDLE ST..

•.•Terms (1 per day. Stable connected

with hones.

COLESWORTHV,

Picture Frame*,

Alfred

HOTEL,
PLUMMER.

M.

386, Washisoto* St., Batb.

1

Has removed his stock of

GRANT’S

Boys, Boys, Boys.

98

NTercliant Tailor,

By C.

s

Dry Goods, BOOKS. STATIONERY, PICTURES,

Non. 54 and 50 Middle Street, Portland.

Coffee and

No. 3 UNION

Produce

CHANGE OF SEASON !

augl3

and Domestic

ADAMS, Proprietor.

ly

S. H.

I.ANIFACTIREES A\D JOBBERS OF CLOTHING,

BROWN,

Portland, July 22. lHfi2.

and

VI. C. BECKETT.

K

Portland June 23,1862.

WOODMAX, TRUE ft CO,
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in

aug20d&wtf

HA* REMOVED TO

AS

nr" State Agent for DAWS fc KIDD’S MAGNETO-ELKCTKIC MACHINES.
codkwtoctl

°—

BATH
r,

HALL L. DAVIS,
S3

( ...rr... rwnr m€
I’rrblr Street,.

m

(’If AS. H.

J-—

Of every variety, quality and price, embracing all
style* of gold papers mannflirtnred. togetlier with a bill stock or Satins, mediums and common papers—the
largest stock to be found in Ibis
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
overy kind in use at wholesale prices.

Long Wh’l,

PORTLAND, ME.

TERMS MODERATE, FOR BOARD BT WEEK
OR DAY.

the virion*

Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
purchasing (iiryoc* and Charter$ for vessels.
ri& w6m7
August 2, 1882,

Where he will continue the

LARD OIL,

—

A r

d7mis

THIS to the larreot Hotel in the Slate, poorwlne ,11 the modern Improvement,, and
llr*t cl,. In every appointment.

prices.

r

and

Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. llersey,

oval.

© xml

DYE-STUFFS,

And all other articles

SALE.

FOR

SPEC/.VEX LIVES VA Y EE SEEX AT

-iuo-

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

and at lowest

KUO«

JOSEPH HAL*.

GOODS.

APOTHECARIES• GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fc.

AND

Splints,

373 Congrens Street,
aufftdif

IVCLISH, FKEICI AM AMERICAN PEEFllEEY,
AND FANCY

LIA1BS,

YKATON,

dther establishment in tho

-ALSO,-

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.t
-DEALER Ilf-

private uses,

Portland, Me.

-AOEKT FOR-

bargains

Sltiilea

offer to the trade and
in quality and prices,

STATIONERY

MOULTON'S BLOCK,

Apothecary,

to

Is selected with the greatest care from the best Foreign and American Houses, and embraces every article needed for public oflccs, Counting Houses and

and Cabin Stores,

Ship

TITCOMB,

enabled

be found in any
Our stock of

State.

Merchants,

AND DKALKK9 IN

we are

can

BROKERS, CHANDLERS
—

augtdly

on hand and made to order,
style and finish. From our long

of

customers better

than

YE.4TON A HALE.

Commission

variety

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.

PREBLE HOUSE,

E.Ukli,M la 1885.

Wafer f 'Insets,
Hath

Boston, January, 1862.

WAREHOUSE !

E. SHAW A (O,

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

A*-

No,

Partlaad, Me#

I. D.

H

MRS. A.

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

do.
do.

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,

good custom work, at the very lowest prices.
IF" Kemrtnher the place,

AND-

COMMISSION

Lntcot.tr. For sale by
Cargo Brig
llOPHNl EATON.
No. 1 Central Wharf.
*dfcw4w
Aug. 11, 1882.

cloths,

and

JOHN LYNCH & CO,

Proprietor.
dlf

AMERICAN HOUSE,

dtf

EXCHANGE ST.

yon want cheap and perfect flttinx shirt, please
Sugar Refinery, IFleave
for Mr*. A. MOFFOTT’s celeyour
brated Oval Yuked Shirt*, made from the bed

6 o'clock.

HOUSE.”

airy

BAILEY fa NOYES,

Shirts.

dfcwtf

resjw^tfully Informs the
public that he has leased the above House,
»*> Federal Street,
Portland, and in vitas
J- the travelling community to call and see If

Letter, note. Cap and Record papers. Envelopes—
white and buff, Hold Pens, Steel Pena, kc.. kc. Every article at lowest rate*. Wk Buy for Cash and
Skll Cheap.

MB.

YORK STREET, TORTLAND, ME.
>23<ltf

hopes

^1 % THE undersigned

E1

STATIONERY.

POKTLAND. ME.

Shirts,

J~HF.

now

overv

66 and 68
d3m

anbwriber would very mpectftillr uto hi, uunurou, friend, and
tba
generally, that during tba temporary
ompuwory suspension of his btuiuess ho
hea this well-known house anew, and ia
onnce

nblle

Paasadumkoag, June 28,18®.

We make to order

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, Ac.,
Thomas

NOYES,

AND 68 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

JuTOdkwly

central house,
Proprietor.
PASSADUMKEaq, K»nra

G. Mayo,

Journals. Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letters, Masonic
and Church Collectors Books.

DEALERS IX

8ft Commercial Street,

BOOKS!

a

D RIMES.
Coflhe.8 Tea,.6
Draught Ale.6 Porter.6

Koyaltt. —The Colt’s

hundred dollars. The
trimmings to the weapons arc of solid silver,
also elaborately engraved, and on a shield inserted in the handle is an inscription:—“From
the President of the United States to the King
ol Denmark.” The weaimns are contained ill
a rosewood case heavily trimmed with silver.
The case contains also a number of cartridges,
a bullet mould and the
necessary appendages.
The whole cost of this lieautiful present is not
far from nine huudred dollars.
over

BAILEY A

SHOES,

JOHN H. PERKINS A CO.,

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

Pie.6 Onions.6
Pie,.6 Squash,.6

Gnssettings,

DRUGS, DVR STIFFS, GLASS R ARE,

Jane 23.

Squash
Mince

Arms

Manufacturing Company have just completed a pair of pistols of Colt’s patent, ordered
by the Pcrsidcnt as a present on his private
account to the King of Denmark.
They are
of the style of the "old model improved, the
barrels eight inches long, and the stock of the
richest black walnut, elegantlv carved in relief.
All the iron and steel is completely covered
with gold inlaid in lieautiful
arabesque*, with
representations of the mechanic arts, agriculture and commerce elegantly designed and
executed. The gold used in these inlayings

Elastic

PORTLAND,

ACCOUNT

-HOTELS.

Manufactured and for Sale by

Je30—3md k w

Hair Way Dtwa Willow Street,

it

young officer lying in the lane near their house,
and raised hitn. but found that he was quite
dead- Touched with pity at the sight of one
fallen in his beauty, ill such eariv manhood, he
took the body of the stranger up. and, that it
might Is' spared from further mutilation, with
two of his neighbors, whom he culled to aid
him, dug a grave, and buried it near a little
school-house.
She pointed out the spot.
There were four graves, one newly made.
This they opened, and found the object of their
search. The good old man had no coffin, but
had covered the iHittoin of the grave with
boughs that he cut from the trees. Tenderly
he laid within the young man's graceful
form, then spread a cloth over the face, and
putting a board the entire length, tilled in the
earth. His unwonted tusk complete,he turned
to his home with the satisfaction of
having
done a kindly deed for one whom he had never known in life.
Circumstance* might have
kept unknown the old man’s act, but surely
Heaven's blessing will reward him for his deed
of kiudness.—N. Y. Observer.

C. H. BREED.

Panlnad. Me.
>•231 f

POKTLAHD,

BLANK

ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCIf,
60 Union, four doora from Middle
Street,

WILLIAM CAPEN,

SIGN

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

—

FINDINGS,
MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS &

OF MERRILL'S WHARF,

Cniwrcltl Street,

NO, 70.

AND

Corn, Flour and Grain,

PUDDIMOS.

to the present

“Stoxewali." Jackson.—'The Xew York
World thinks this famous rebel Chieftain is

ed back over

care

is the

the services of the week up
time.

The cheeriug commenced in
front, and with lightning speed extended the
entire line of the advancing hosts,which reach-

regard

ROILED.
Boiled Mutton, with
Cold Pr’d Corned Beef, 18
Caper Sauce.25 Beef’a Tongues,.18
Boiled Ham,.18 Mutton Chop,.18

IMPORTERS OP

Lutings, 8erges,

EXTRA DISHES.

ex-

day of drafting and a numlicr
of the towns in this vicinity have failed to
raise the quota assigned tot hem ;on this account
many have been prevented from joining us in

Gen. McClellan.

If there is

moving about the encampment,

salutations not unusual on these oc-

To-day

their way to cerwhere it is understood they arc very
mueh needed. As the head of the army reached Williard’s, some one proposed cheers for

night,

Codfish.16
Halibut.16

—

DEALERS IN

received, and its effect ujion

was

casions.

Last night, the beat of the drum, the trampling
of troops and the rattling of artillery was heard

during the
tain points

are

changing

Never since the breaking out of the war, has
there been such a moving of troops thiough
the last few

Ham and Eggs,.25
Fried Mackerel,.15

In

man

people to whom he preached.
hour, the wants of the body being
supplied, the occupants of a portion ot the
tents are engaged in prayer and singing, while

of them have visited us, and that two of
their Cavalry, were arrested a few days ago in
our streets.

during

FARE J
ORDER.
Beef Steak.26

At this

some

as

ROAST.

Beef..26
Lamb.18
Chicken,.21
Broiled Chicken,.37
Roast
Roast
Roast

was

of God eooncratcd with

OF

ALBERT WEBB & CO*

the

Capitol Prison,” for any of Jeff. Davis’ devotees. Notwithstanding all this, they are verymuch inclined to hang around the outskirts,
seeking admission. They must be Hware of
the crowded state of the city, for it is said that

city,

grace

Proprietor.

...

promoting his salvation.
This morning, the people are
gathering in
greater numbers than yesterday. At 10 A. M.
ltev. A. F. Barnard announced his text. Acts,
8, 5-8. He presented to an interested audience
the subject of Philip's preaching, the manner

others to look alter the dead and woundcd.Ac.
There is no room here, except in the “Old

the

a

it

AND

Also, Dealer in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
Portland. June 23. 1802.
tf

PORTLAND.

BILL

Portland, Me.

Jeweler,
jpk Manufacturing
SILVERSMITH.

14 and 10 Exchange Street,

AIROS SMITH,

141 Middle Street.

Apple Pie,.6 Cucumbers,.6

lias been occupied for tlie same purpose for
several years. Tlie gathering thus far has
been somewhat smaller than usual. On Mon-

vance.

Portland

DIXIXG SA.LOONT.

Custard

Jtegular Correspondent of the Press.
Camp Meeting—Drafting, Ac.
Kf.nxeul.nk Camp MKETixu.Sept 10.
Tlie Annual Camp meeting for Portland
District is now in session on the ground that

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Prim (which has a Urge circulation in every part of
the State) for 38 cents per square in addition to the
above rates for each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in ad-

ning,

BREED A TTKEY,

the true lieart-

Capitol.

cents.

IT*The

WJf, H. n. HATCH,

warning,

administer in person to the wants of tlie
•uttering, llow cheering the thought to our
Maine hoys. Ail honor to Portland.

Terms!

of

METROPOLITAN

through

to

Hates

BUSINESS CARDS.

her best surgeons, tier clergymen, and her business men. that she is not only willing, but ready, at a moment’s

of

&

FOSTER

shown

1862.

BUSINESS CARDS.

to

at No. 82 J

MORNING, SEPTEMBER 12,

MISCELLANEOUS.

Portland hot shown herself not only
willing

send out her sons into tlie
field, and to furnish money and
hospital supplies for the relief
of the needy, hut in this act of hers she lias

FRIDAY

Bath, July 3,1^2.

J. C. Jameson.

HARDING. President,
HYDE, Secretary.
d6m

Book, Card & Fancy Printing,
NEATLY

EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND* jMAINE.

Friday Morning. fck'pt* 12* 1^(52.
Slato of' Iffstine.
Executive Department,
I
Augusta, August 20. lst!2.1
adjourned aussion of the F.Trrutiir tmncii
will pu'huld At the Council Chamber, in Augusta, on Tue-day the twenty-third day ol‘ September
neat.
Attest,
JOSKl’U 11 1IAI.L.
Secretary of State.
aua21dtd

AN

thought worthy of a revolution to establish
thorn, or of a bloody rebellion to subvert them
allcr they have been established.
Enough ha- been said to show that, between
the loyal and the disloyal states, there is no
bond of sympathy; that all harmony has lieen
destroyed. We think it needs no proof to
show that litis harmony has been interrupted
and destroyed only by the influence of that perj llieious system of education through which the

tent with the North while they could rule
wlicn required to stand up with us as equals

Every day's experience and observation go
to prove that,whatever opinions may have prevailed a year ago, or however loyal men may
have differed in relation to the objects and tbe
prosecution of the war, there can be no donbt
now, among really loyal men, that tile whole
problem of the war is reduced to this single
proposition: whether the loyal States shall
conquer, or whether they shall be conquered;

they rebel and attempt our destruction. That
despotic power, the outgrowth of their despotic spirit, nvi.it he subdued, crustied if you
please, or it will subdue and crush that which

industrious, loyal,

of the North.

and

intelligent

their undemocratic institutions, lighting down

popular education, combatting the idea of human equality, and working, and living upon
the toil of, their slaves—living without personal toil or habits of industry upon the sweat of
menials—until the genius of their accursed institution has taken possession of their entire
being, developing in them a spirit of despotism, and nourishing their proud self-esteem
and egotism, so that they have come to regard
themselves as creatures of superior mould, in
whose vein

s

courses

no

common

blood, hut

who, with their slaves, make up all there is of
humanity worth preserving or regarding,while
the people of the North are looked upon as an
inferior race, wanting it all the elements of
strength, courage and manliness, whose tilting
position is somewhere between that of the lordly master and his cringing slave—a sort of inlddie-man between the black producer and his
cousumer—convenient hut not indispensable, and to 1m1 tolerated while he consents

master

to be

governed,

but

ignored when he presumes

think ami act for and to govern himself.
people of the South talk of their Norman origin, and sc«lf at the Saxon origin of

to

The

the Northern

conquered

and

people,
Saxons, so they
as

the

the old

Normans

think to

con-

quer and govern the Saxons of the North!
The following extract from the Kentucky

Courier, or rebel paper on wheels, that rolled
otr from Louisville to Unwliug Green, to avoid
the storm of loyal wrath, and finally gave up
Its worthless ghost, exhibits the spirit to which
we refer:
The Norman cavalier cannot brook the vulgar

familiarly

of the Saxon

Yankee,

while the

latter is continually devising some plan to
bring his aristocratic neigh lair to Ills own de-

tested level. This was the contest long waged
ill the old United States. So long as Dickinson dough-faces were to be bought, and Cochrane cowards to be frightened, so long was the
Union tolerable to Southern men; but when,
owing to a division in our ranks, the Yankee
hirelings placed one of their own spawn over
us, political connection became unendurable,
and separation necessary to preserve 4our self-

respect.

As our Norman kinsmen in England, always
a minority,have ruled their Saxon
countrymen
in political vassalage up to the present day, so
liave we “slave oligarchs,” governed the Yankees till within a twelve mouth. We framed
the constitution, for seventy years moulded
Uie policy of government, and placed our own
men, or “northern men with southern principles,” in power.
On the 6th of November, 1800, the Puritans
emancipated themselves, and are now ill violent insurrection against their former owners.
This insane holiday freak will not last long
however, for, dastards in tight and incapable
of self-government, they will inevitably again
fall under the control of the superior race. A
few more Bull Hun thrashings will bring them
once more under the yoke, as docile as the
most loyal of our Ethiopian “chattels.”
A Kiclnuond paper of a recent date, exhibits the same spirit. An extract will suffice:

The whole experience of the war is an attestation of the truth long since discovered by
impartial observers., that the master-race of
this continent is found in the .Southern States.
Of a betler stock originally, and habituated pi
manlier pursuits and exercises, they have
ruled in affairs of State by force of the stronger will, and larger wisdom that pertain to, and
distinguish superior races of men; while on
the Held of battle they have, in every battle,
held a priority of place, conceded to them by
their present adversaries.
This natural dominaney of the Southern
people has had much to do in bringing on the
war.
The inferior race, grown strong in numbers, and ambitious from prosperity, have revolted against,and now seek to overthrow and
destroy those whose superiority was a constant source of envy, and self-reproach. There
is no fiercer malevolence than that of caste,
and it is this which ha- so long stirred the Yankee bile. Always in the presence ol a Southern gentleman, he lias felt a strong, and painfuly repressed impulse to take off his hat.—
This conscious inferiority has galled tire jealous and malignant creature until lie has broken out in servile insurrection.
He has vainly
concluded that his numbers can overwhelm
and exterminate the subjects of his envy, and
that lie, succeeding to the broad acres, and lile
cral habitudes of the Southern gentry, will
come to he looked upon as a gentleman, too!
With us the contest i* one lor hereditary
rights, for tile sacred thing' ol home, for-1lie
old repute of the liottcr blood. With the Yankee it is a rclsdlious and infatuated struggle
for a place he is unworthy of, for privileges he
would degrade, for projierly lie would barter,
and for institutions lie could neither comprehend, uor enjoy. It is tire old and never-ending strife between pratriclan and proletarian,
lietwcun gentle and vile, it is the offer of Wattle on a now Held of muscle against spirit—
n uni Iters
It is not ii]h>ii
against courage.
Southern soil, and among the descendants of
Cavaliers and Hugenots, that the battle will go
in favor of brute (bn*.
Who can doubt that the spirit evinced in the
above extracts, which talks of Southern blood,
and Yankee bile, of Southern gentlemen, and
the “inferior races” of the North, has been
bred and matured in the
atmosphere of negro
slavery, as naturally as tniisipiitos generate in
putrid water, or maggots in a dead dog; or
who can deny that the legitimate
of

tendency
exalting one man to supreme control over the actions and thoughts, the souls
and bodies of many, is to puff kiiu up with just
such a feeling as the above indicates, and to
render him unfit for a republican
government,
and unsafe in a country where eijual rights are
slavery,

in

but I

divided North, and intended to seize the reins

military dcs|Mttism,

a

and compel the freemen of the North to live
under their domination.

Failing

in their cal-

culations. and finding the North united when
they commenced their infernal work, they assumed another character, for the time, anil proclaimed to the world that all they wanted was
lie “let

alone,”
making some

to

in

and they actually succeeded
of our own iieople believe

of.

celebration;”
part” in the

charge against

were-

for Mr.

rot ten-egg

than I

more

only spoke

X

“took

guessed

so

of those who

soup. Xf there
much the worse

Davis;

and we rather think there were,
because we are assurer! that 300 tickets were
sold in Bath. But, whether0000 or 2000, what

locality,

of government, establish

was an-

loathesouie abomination I

that numlHT took part in the celebration.”
1 said nothing about those who “took part in

of secessionists from the States, and a correspondent ol the New York Post, writing from

unholy reliellion did
originally contemplate a division of etnpipe, is self-evident. They calculated upon a

All the rest

Instead of 2000 persons in attendance,
the highest number estimated, three times,

the

That the leaders of this

“of-

2d.

CoxquKUEu.—St. Cathreported to hi1 a great resort

not

was

Davis, for selling unwholesome food to
“distinguished guests'” is manifold. He says,
1st. “We did the best we could for conveyances.” Granted. But what has that to do
with the dam-chowder?

blood.

says:
“Under the influence of the recent federal
reverses, the secession 1st* of this place have
ventured to make some significant remarks.—
They openly declare that tile Union xhttll not
hr. broken, hut that if the North is beaten, it
shall Is- subjected to the rule of Jeff Davis,
Who will Im tile next President of tile still
United States; for the Northern Slates will lie
held as subjugated provinces. This lets the
cat out of tile hag rat tier prematurely, and it
does not at all suit the Canadians now sympathizing witii the South. T'liev oocnlv sav that
they want the Union to lie dissolved, and two
or more confederacies to exist iu its
place.”

till it

Mr.

The North to he

that

called “clam

was

Mr. Gilman's answer to the

Europe, and tints lays the foundation of a new
civilization, based upon better be-

arines, C, W., is

what

determined to And out who

complained

and better

cause more common

was

swerable for the

introduces the uncursed virgin acres of that
whole country to the pioneer from Yankee
land and to the immigrant from overcrowded

havcolten made, that the struggle ol the hour
is between two civilizations; or,rather,between

with

Gilman, “the Hon. ('. J. Gilman, Chief Marshal,” a gentleman, I should be sorry to disparage in any way, though he does attribute
opinions to me that I do not entertain, and
marks with inverted commas, language I never used.
I did not accuse the “Managers,”

am!

plantations,

—

but “inducement” and aggravation. And
Let me begin with Mr.

was

duces the lords of the Southern soil base uses
of manure for their worn out

controversy.

what is the answer ?

domineering oligarchy, and prove their
own right to stand on an equality with all other men, though to do this it exterminate everything that tends to foster a despotic spirit, re-

ten out, not with ink but in blood.
We are satisfied of the truth of a remark we

a

chowder,” which had lieeu kept
fensive,” 1* 37 1-2 cents a head.

of a

has that to do with the clam-chowder?
3d. “As to the collation, the Committee
to leave this to the management
of X. J. Davis, Esquire, of the Commercial
House.” Of course therefore, it being called
were content

collation, and “provided by X. J. Davis, Esquire, of the Commercial House,” we are fully
answered, however troublesome and offensive

a

may have been that clam-chowder, and can
have nothing more to say.
•Jtli. "I he tent blew down, and “J. X.”
knew it.” Ergo the elam-chowder must have
been

good—equal

the

to

reputation

of Mr.

Davis at least—or if tainted, the fault
the high wind.

was

in

5th. The Committee paid for their tickets;
and gave "weeks of unremitting lalior without
charge,” and therefore, admitting the defence
to bo true, and we do not question its truth, the

clam-chowder

ing

must

have been well worth com-

from the British l’rovihecs—to smell of
being all that Mr. McGee got for his

—

that

money.

6th

And the Committee

ing the North. They w ill not be
being “let alone.” They intend

content

free millions of the North in

spirit embit-

tered by the war, and flushed with military
Should they succeed in their designs,

while Mr. Case of the Advertiser declares that
the elam-chowder “stunt" and others call it

But recent
have made them hold, and they now

successes

declare their real intention, that of subjugat-

a

w

ith

rule the

to

success.

spirit

the

liberty will bid farewell to the
shores of the New World, where she has for a
season found a resting
place, and across the
of

Atlantic may seek a home among the old nations of Europe. We should have a military

government, more despotic in its character
than any government under Heaven.
And it ha« come to this, as we have before
said—that we must either conquer, or lie con-

quered.

It is not whether we will consent to

a division of these I’uited States, and the formation of twoor more new confederacies upon
the ruins of the old. That time is past, if it

the question before us. We must
either establish the supremacy of the United
States, and the authority of the Constitution,
in the rebellious Stales, or submit to be ruled
ever were

by

the rehels

subjugated province*.

as

the terrible alternatives.

are

These

Is there

a

man

Maine, in New England, In all the loyal
States, so craven that lie will not spring to his
feet, and declare his determination that the
Union must ho maintained, the ('ouslitutiou
vindicated, and this foul rebellion crushed.—
iu

who did all that teas

Mr.

"nasty,” and “rotten,”

and you

“we think the Committee

quite
respondent,”
were

yourself say,

of arrangements

mneh ilissatis/ied
that Mr. Gilman is

as

as

our

ready

cor-

to cer-

tify that N. .1. Davis Esquire “did all that was
(Hisdhlc under the circumstances”—as if he
couldn’t have owned

up—tipped over

tles, and refused his :>7 1-2 cents

a

the kethead for

the clam-chowder!

enough, in reply to Mr. Gilman. Next
we have the Mayor of
Bath, Mr. Bailey, who
had nothing at all to do with the clam-chowder, and i> not charged with participation or
complicity in any way. So far from this indeed, is the fact, that he offered me the key of
But

Ills house, and invited me and my w ife to
go
there and take possession, if we should arrive
first, and we will venture to say he, if put upon
the stand, would go as far at least as we do, in

relation
Next,

to

that clam-chowder.
have

we

the

reply of N. J.

Davis

Esquire, of the Commkbciai, llorsE, who,
after repeating the argument* of Mr. Gilman,

escape. The dread alternative is
forced upon us. Let the Government move iu

gets from 50 cents to $2.50 a
head for hi* collations, dinner*, Ac.; that the
kettles were new, which "might have given

its

the chowder

There is

no

might,

and the

people

will sustain it.

avers

that he

the smell /
From

our

Hegular Correspondent.

letter from the Mute Capital.

“Strangely

misnl"—.Vila month* tile*—H al-

dotmro' anti Hath rotnjnmirn—II tilditltoro'

bawl
merits.

—

in

Draft

Fanniwjdalv— Appoint-

Augusta, Sept. 11,1862.
The account in my last of the election in
was “strangely mixed,” and needs

Hallow'd!

explanation.

The remarks respecting Mr.
Jlvtlrr were intended to apply to Mr. Dumiwr,

who, I

"Kt

\miiivii

■

informed

w as

been elected

nun

jtni

the time of writiiiiiu

dint;,/

imiu

Mr.

livtler, but just before,
learning that Mr. Uutler was
dropped a note iuteuded to

over

the train started,
elected. I hastily

at

iiiTuiv

an

odd

I said

taste,"—but
nothing about

how about
the

taste;

and that the ImiwIs came back to lie filled with
what he calls “stinking ehotrder"—for I did

I

seem “determined
to throw Hie hlnine on
him that the multitude were kept caged In the
hot sunshine,” which is a great mistake, for I
do no such thing; and that “the committee
hare not expressed one iron! of dissatis-

knoicledije.

I'o

which,

lias been,

staunch

republican. I trust
correspondent is somewrite, will lie some palliation
a

true, I have only to say, the more shame for
them! With the reputation of the State of
Maine, of the Maine Historical Society, at

times

obliged to

lor

occasional

an

error

hourly arriving every train, boat,
private conveyance.

stage and

Tile Waldoboro’ company of 90 men marched to llie camp yesterday, accompanied liy (lie
and

led

by

lion. Isaac

Keed;

and the

Bath company, 100 strong, have also arrived,
w ith Hon. 1. l'uttinin, Mayor of that
city, at
their head.

The

men

are

all of admirable

stamp, and the heartiest enthusiasm prevails
among them.
Commandant

Bicker has appointed Asa
Hedge, Esq., of this city. Commissary, and B.
K. Morse, Esq., .Sutler, lor his command. They
will prove competent and laithlui olheers.
The Waldoboro' baud favored our citizens

morning with some most
inspiring music.
1 lie draft in Faruiiugdalc yesterday took in
some of tin' most
prominent and wealthy men
in the town. Being abundantly able, they
w ill have no dUlicully in
procuring substitutes,
if they desire.
The hotels are full, business brisk, and the
city again presents the lively and busy appearance which it bad lieforc the
temporary lull
which ensued al'tpr the departure of the liitii
regiment.
The following appointments have been made
last

evening

and tills,

excellent and

to

not denied—and
that 1 have laid

to

say about the “feast of shells" and the taint-

ed clams.

J. >f.

ill statement.

About live hundred nine months men are
already in "Camp Keyes,” and more are almost

band,

lie false; for they liarc
therefore have admitted—all

Proper Kebnku of

a

Secessionist.

W® learn that on Wednesday last a well-todo citizen of the town of Cumberland was
called upon

by

ing county,

who

old friend from

neighbordropped in with his wife to
renew old acquaintance, and to
enjoy a brief
season socially w ith the associate of his
boyhood.
The citizen was glad to see them,
pressed them to accept the hospitalities of
his house—which invitation was cheerfully
accepted—but soon alter opened a gross tirade
against the war, the government, the administration, the “black republicans” generally, and
everybody and everything that did not tally
with his own disloyal heart.
The visiting
friend—a thorough Union man—stood it a
an

“Medal

from

scholar,’’ has

so

daughter

should set up a claim
England coloniza-

the real founder of New

tion.

With all line deference to Govenor Washburn
and the historians of Massachusetts, we beg
leave to question their position, that the motives which led to the settlement of Massachusetts, were either higher or different from
those which led to the settlement of Maine.

The religious influence of the age was the
‘•unseen hand” of Providence, directing the
‘beautiful vicissitude” of events, to the settlement of this continent; but the “greed of gain”
was

strong with the Puritan

as

as

with the

Cavalier; and the English company of “Merchant Adventurers,” had really as much to do
with Use colonization of all New England, as
religious or civil considerations.
The employment of English soldiers by the
Dutch governments, led them to tolerate the
erection of protesiaut churches and chapels;
hut the polemical spirit of the age followed

“Independents” across the channel and tiie
“Separatist Church” at Amsterdam soon separated, by what, to our age, appears a puerile
disputation about infant baptism, church government and even “woman’s apparel.”
Bradford says, that “a young widow, a grave
matron, very modest, ready to do any good
works, and helpful to mauy,” w;is excommunicated “for wearing of some whalebone in the
boddice and sleeves of her dress, and also
the

corked shoes.”
had

Amsterdam, un-

great influence with Kobinson, for after alxmt a year’s stay, he removed

Leyden, preceded, however,
by
fugitives from England.
One of the reasons distinctly stated byBradford for the removal of the Pilgrims from
Leyden, was because, “they saw by experience
the hardness of the place to be snch, as few
in comparison would come to them; and fewer
few

thembecause, “they

could not endure the
great labor and hard fare with other inconveniences which they underwent, and were contented with.”

We should like to have Governor Washburn
show us what religious principle there was in
thus

founding a colony on the chattel servitude of the white man; for not content with
the appraisement of Isnly and soul, at the end

years the capital and profits were to
equally divided between the adventurers,
including the bouses and lauds of the planters.
The third article of that compact of principle
provided that “the persons transported and
tin* adventurers shall continue their joint
xtock i»trtnrrxUip the space of seven years,”
Ac., Ac., “during which time all profits and
beneflts that an* gotten by trade, traffic,trucking, working. Ashing, or any other means, of
seven

be

any other |>erson or |H*rsons, shall still remain
in the common stock until the division.”
All

a

while, and then requested that he would allow

political matters to subside tor the time being,
they differed widely in their views, and as
it was painful to him to listen to such re-

as

marks—remarks which, as a gentleman, he
could not feel at liberty to combat in the spirit
in w hich they were uttered, in the house of his
entertainer and friend.
Hut the obstreperous citizen seemed disused lo know no friends when so good an oppor*

have meat, drink and

apparel out of
goods of the colony.
The settlements of Salem,Charlestown, Boston, Ac., were mercantile adventurers, mainly,
other superior harbor advantages of Tri mountain soon giving Boston that leading commerwere to

the common stock of the

cial ami social influence which she holds in

New England

day.
It reads prettily in history and poetry, that
our Pilgrim fathers cauie here to establish freedom to worship God,” but the persecutions
of the Baptists, Quakers, and others, are an
awful protest against this Massachusetts theory ; and, for ourselves, we believe the time will
come when the sons of New Eugland
wilj
stand upon the granite rocks of Fort Popham,
this

to

and feel the truth of the words upon the memorial stone, to wit: “that the shores of New
England, was founded here Aug, 111, O. S.,

1607,

under

George Popham.”

Maine.

(Forth** Itaily Press.
II. S. Sanitary Commission.
The

following

contributions for the relief of

sick and wounded soldiers have been re-

our

ceived within the past few

days, and not

before

acknowledged:
I-mOitttt of Ilrunswick and
< ilizeti* of Stockton,

Citizens of Karnoiigton,
v

in*'-n> «»i

of a wagon.

”yit

aliout $500,000,000.

were

£y J. I). Warren, of Pittston, jjcting mascommanding, LT, S.Navy, has been ordeted
to New York to take command of the U. S.
ter

Daylight.
EyThe Maine Commissioners at the recent
Pacitlc Railroad Convention in Chicago, were
Messrs. Joseph Eaton of Winslow, John M.
Wood of this city, and James Dunning.
Geo. Francis Train is expected to arrive in Boston this evening, and rooms have
been secured for him at the Revere House, by
Mr. Guild, of the Commercial Bulletin.
Sy- Gov. Buckingham of Connecticut has
received the following dispatch from the War
Department: "Justices of the Peace are exempt Horn military service by draft.
jy We learn that Poland filled her quota
of filly men by volunteers, and they are as fine a
body of men as can lie found in the army. So
says a friend, in a private note from Mechanic
steamer

Falls.
Representatives.—As far

as we

have re-

ceived returns, 81

Republicans, 10 Union Democrats, elected by Republican votes, and 21
Democrats have been elected to the House.
There are 39 Districts more to be heard fromTiie Election.—We have returns from 2*10

towns, whose aggregate vote is 01,730. The
aggregate vote in those U»ns last year was
72,408. Washburn’s maplrity in 1801 was
Coburn's

majority

Historical War Maps.—B. B.

Russell,

Boston, has just published a finely got up war
map, put up in covers for pocket use,—price

cents,—and

it is

really

kind yet issued. We
lishers for a copy.

the best

thing

1U5.

gives Goodwin lost,

from Eliot

Mr. Goodwin

re-

Sweat

and
The

plurality

runs

for Mr.

Sweat, allowing

the

re-

to lie correct, will be more than 100 in

the District.

21 Boston and Maine Kailroad.114

20,500 United States Coupon Sixes (1381).1001
800 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.108
5.000 .do.102
35® United States Demand Notes.108

22,70*).do.108
10,000 U. 8. Certificates of Indebtedness. 08
14,226 American Gold.118

Cambridge Market—Sept. lO.
Whole number of Cattle at market 1760; about 900
Beeves and 850 Stores,
consisting of Working Oxen,
Milch Cows, and one, two and three vear old.
Price** of Market Beef— Kxtra 86 50 a 6 75: fir*t
quality 86 25; second quality 85 25; third quality
Jf3 <5.
Working Oxen—p pair, 875 to 150.
Cows and Calves—822. 25 n 44.
Yearlings, 87 00 q 8 50; two year* old, 814 & 15;
three years old, 818 a. 19.
Sheep and I^mh*—5855 at market; prices in lots
82 00, 2 25 a, 2 50 each; extra 82 50. 2 75 « 3 33.
Hides—7 q 7Jc p lb.
Tallow—7i 73 p lb.
Pelt*—87c tv 81 each.
Calf Skins—8 tf Do p lb.
Number from each State:—
Cattle. Sh'pk L’b*. Swine. Horses.
Maine.. 275. 9©.
New llampsliire. 407.1740.

adelphia.

Ar at Elsinenr 22d nit, Ernestine, Giddings.Leland,
Wvburg for Bristol.
Amt Hrouwerehaven 24th, Shooting Star. Drinkwater, < 'allao.
Ar at Maulmain Jane 28, Clara L Preble, Maxwell,
St Paul de Loando; July 3, Lone Star, Dizer, Bombay
Sailed from do June 28, Seaflower, Taylor, Great

Britain.
Sailed from Akyab July 5, Mary Hyler, Hyler,
diz ; Eliphalet Greely, Cutter, Falmoath E.
Ar at Calcutta July 19th, Dasha way, (ostar,

lombo.

rdisi

orimn

Tupstiam,

£30 00
17300
fiOOO
no<»;

K. B.

Church, Cray, hy Mrs. Waterman, 17 25
< iliauns of Levant.
15 00
W. liyatt, l’urtlaud,
20 00
(540 25
I take occasion to contradict the false and
unfounded statement said to have Iteon pultlislied in the New York Tribune, and extensively circulated through the country, that the
l-. N. Sanitary Commisstuu hail suspended
their operations autl delivered their ettects to
the Government.
The institution was never more actively engaged, never had a greater burden of care and
labor oil its hands, never was more in need of
generous contributions to carry on its noble,
humane and benevolent work of relieving suffering and saving lives than at this terrible
crisis.
Contributions in money are earnestly solicited from all w ho have not recently contributed,
and may be sent to the undersigned, care of
Postmaster, Portland, and they will lie immediately forw arded to the Treasurer. My agency
in Maine is necessarily extended to the end of
this month, and 1 hope before the expiration
of this period to Ite able to acknowledge the
receipt of several thousands of dollars more
tor the support of this most henevotout and
necessary national institution.
W. II. H.V1U.EY,
Agent U. .S. Sanitary Commission.

33P“Our neighbors of the Argus are bound
timl a “nigger" in every man's wood-pile,
unless lie votes the regular Democratic ticket.
For example: alter copying Irom an exchange
the appointment of three Assistant Assessors,
hy lion. Hannibal ltelcher, of the 2d Collection District,it says,—“The presumption would
Ite that in these times these appointments are
not made with regard to party—but we
very
to

much fear that party lias dictated these, anil
that some of them are too abolition to agree
with the President’* views,” Ac. Now it Imp-

merly

of Anson, on Saturday last. Mr. Foster
lawyer, having studied his profession in

was a

the office of Hon. David lironson, now of
Hath, and has filled several offices of imporIn 1841) he was President of the State

tance.

Senate.

“Confidential-”—A few days since we
received a basket, well filled with the choicest
of

fruit—pears, plumbs, etc.—upon the top of
which was a neatly written and neatly folded
note, marked “Confidential," and reading as
follows:

They have been inserted, and found tojuntify perfectly, without crowding the columns,
and the impression produced was of the most
agreeable kind.
jy-Col. Cutler, of thi! Wisconsin fith regiment. was severely wounded in the late battle
at Manassas, receiving a Millie hull in his
thigh, and narrowly escaped further injury,
having had two bullets through his coat, another in the saddle, bandy missing him.
He
also had

horse killed

one

other

w

their

ground against

ounded.

their number.

under him and

The Wisconsin fith
more

Col. Cutler

an-

nobly held

[Per steamship Australasian, at New York..)
Liverpool 29th, Celestial Empire, Pierce, and
8 Blanchard. York, for New York; Lizzie Homans,
McKinnon, do.
Ar at London 28th, Jeranlum, Pierce,
L'leaborg.
Sailed from Newport 28th, Cincinnati.Hammond,
Shanghae.
Ar at Glasgow 28th alt, J P Wheeler, Gadd, New
York.
At Dublin 29th, C F Eaton, Curry, for New York,
Idg.
Ar at Table Bay 16th, Walter Howsa, Amesbury,
Boston.
Ar at Simons Bar Julv 9, Enchantress, Devereux,
Natal, (and sld 26th for New York.)
Put back 9th. Clara Wheeler. Hiltx, for Liverpool.
Ar at Algoa Bay CGH, July 16, Heroine,Nickerson
Cld at

Ordinary consists of the Bulls, and the reftise lots.
Sheep, extra includes Cossets, and when those of
inferior quality are thrown out.
Ihere were 62 cars over the Grand Trunk and
Kasteru Kailroad; 218 over the Boston and Lowell;
and 52 over the Fitchburg;
of those over the Fitchburg were from Albany.
Remark*—The supply of Cattle and Sheep increase
a* is usual at this season of the year.
Beef cattle sold
quick at last week’s prices for the best qualities.—
Sheep and Lambs sold at last week’s prices.
—

Table Bav.
Sailed from Hong Kong July
Jabez Snow, Ginn. Manila.

MARRIED.

formerly

was

en

goods

Newport.

8POKBM.
Ang 31. lat 27 46. Ion 85 06, bark Texana, from New
Orleans for New York; same dav, bark Frederick
Lining. 12 davs from do for Philadelphia; same day,
brig Andes, of Gouidsbnro, 3 days from Non vitas Ibr

DIED.

New York.

Aug 3M, lat 39, Ion 72, bark Ellen Morrison, from
York for tVmarara.
Sept 1, lat 29 45. Ion 71 10, brig C B Allen, from N
York for Key West.

In Richmond 6th inst, Hon. Paulinas M. Foster,
aged 61 rears 9 month*.
in Pittstou 29th u!t. 3Ir*. Cvnthia M., wife of Wm.
Rollins, aged 43 years 8 month*.
On board steamer Saxon, on the
passage from Philadelphia to IbMton, A. L. Foss, of Lewistou, (of the
5th Me. Reg.) aged 2*> tears.
At Roit Royal l«t inst, of typhoid fever, John F.
Avert. of the 3th Me. Reg., age*! 90 years.
At Staters' Hospital, Baltimore, Vernon Whittier,
of 3ft. Vernon, aged 19 years.

New

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
DR.

zr Our “gay and festive” neighbor of the
Argus made himself merry over a ty|M>grnphical blunder in our paper, which placed Gov.
Washburn’s

where Mr. Coburn’s should

name

Yesterday’s Argus makes
the election of Col. Smart to Congress from
have been used.

this
as

District,

unlike

Smart and Sweat

certain.

are

cheese and chalk,but Hro. Moore's
association with the “gentleman from

long
Knox,"

us

has

blunder.

betrayed

him into

a

ludicrous

Such errors will occur in the “Ivest

regulated newspaper families,” and there Is
or wisdom displayed in picking

very little wit
them up.

We give
Mr. Neal

tion,

J

on

place

to

brief article from

a

the celebration and chowder ques-

having claimed that his former article
was misrepresented by the two writers who
have appeared in reply.
Here we must insist
upon closing the case, and as Mr. N. makes no
new charges, but only enlarges
U|>on points
he

mam*,

uon

see

injustice
the stopper on now.—
The readers of the Press may tie fond of chowpreviously
will Ik? ilone

we

mai

by putting

der, and perhaps would have taken

no

tions to the one at

are

Popluun,

but

we

excepdecid-

edly of opinion that that chowder is new decidedly stale, whatever might have been its
quality when served up under the big tent.
Economy is Wealthy
purchasers of the C W. Williams & Co.'s
William*
& Orvfaq 825 Family Sewing Ma(formerly
chine* find it so. These machine*, for *iinp!icity, duof
and
ease
rability
management, an- not excelled
hy anv other. A straight needle is used and the drivW'hcel
can
run
backwards
or forward* and ww
ing
Amt the

a- well, and in the mtidluslsm are to !»• observed
number of ingenious contrivances peculiar to this
machine only. The manufacturers say that if costly
machine* are wanted, they make them equal in style
and tini*U to those of any other makers, but good
them to say, that so far a* respects the
faith
practical use* of a sewing machine, their 825 macliines ereJunt ns good and junt an reliable as anti
th> iih> /res or anultuhi cine
machine* irhi>-h etth>
can make.
Please call and see them at *11 Middle
Street.
K. I\ 8TAXIE1.S, Agent.

just
a

requires

Portland, Sept. 7. IMS.

cik12w*

Dh. .1. Clawson Kelley and Du. II. L. Davis,
for the better accommodation
of their patients, have removed their office to a more
capacious room. No. K Clapp’s Block,—the only place
where Du. Kelley's genuine medicines cau be had
in Portland.
Du. Davis will be in attendance at the above room

Analytical Physicians,

Thursday and Friday, Sept. Uth and 12th and cau
bo cnu-ulted upon all disi'ascs kukk or ciiauuk.
The altticted arc respectfully iuvited to call.
on

septS

Ot

“Tax Copper Tip.”—Parents who w ish to avoid
the annoy a uce and expense of buying a new pair of
shoes every month for their children, cau do so by
buying the Metallic l ipped Shoes. One pair w ith the
tips will wear as long a- three without. The Tipped
Boot* and Shoe*

are

sold

by

all Shoe

Dealers iu the

L' nited State*.
American Shoe

Street, Boston.
11. M. BEAKt E, Treasurer.

Tip Co.,

108 Pearl

COLT

OX,

lucottrs.

Exhibitions during thenas* two months
have crowded the Treraont Temple with the
most fashionable audiences of ladies and gentlemen,

PHTUU NS—Brig J D Lincoln—351 tons coal, to
L Farmer. Sch Starlight—327 tons coal, to do.
WINDSOR NS—Br sell Noel—110 tons piaster.

WILL GIVE AN EXHIBITION

WHOSE

—

—

Oxide,

-OB-

Mail* are forwanliil by every steamer in the regular lines. The steamers for or from Livcnxxd call at
Quecnstnwu, except the 1 auadian line, which call at

LAUGHING GAS,

Londonderry.

ATTO AttKIVB.

NEW

Australasian.Liverpool.New York..Ang 30
Edinburg.Liverpool.New York. Sept 3
York. Uverpool.New York. .Sept 3
Bofieinian.Liver Jtool.Quebec.Sept 3
Arabia.Liverpool
Boston.Sept 8

Saxouia.Southampton

New

Scotia.Liverpool.New

York..Sept
York
York.

20

juring

Norwegian.Qocbec.Liverpool.Sept

Some

M A I i I X K

SUN
5.38 | Sets.

or

others.

will

develop

the most

promi-

Laugh, Dsmce,

Stag, Declaia, etc., etc*
The lias will be admiaistered only to gentlemea of
tin- highest respectability. To an Intellectual person,
the sensations produced by it are delightful beyond all
power of language to express.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
I

themselves

The effect of the Gas is to
nent traits of character.

....

1.19 | Rise*

OAS

A STRONG RAILING will be erected around the
Stage to prevent those who inhale the Gas from coming in contact with the audience.
TWELVE STOUT MEN will occupy the stage, to
protect those uuder the influence of the Gas from in-

TO DEPART.

1IK.1I WATER.
Moru g 12.58 | EveiPg

07

Will be made and administered.

North American Quebec.Uverpool.Sept 13
Bremen.New York.. Bremen.Sept 13
Asia .Boston.Livur|xx»l.Sept 17
kaugartxi.New York. Uverpool.Sept 20
Etna. .New York. Uverpool.Sept 20
20
Australasian.New York .Uverpool.Sept 21
Edinburg.New York Livei|xx>|
.Sept 27
New York.New York. Bremen.Sept 27
Bohemian.Quebec
Uverpool.Sept 27
Arabia.Bostou.Liverpool.Oei. 1

September.Friday

HALL,

SIXTY OALLOII

1<>

Sept lrt
Sept 13

Europa.Liverpool.Boston.Sept

CITY

Friday, Sryt l«th, IMS.

Citvof New

12

6.15

TWELVE GENTLEMEN,
Including several prominent eitisens of Portland,
will inhale tbo Gas during the cuturtainment.

N1«;WS.

FORT OF rUKTLltD.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
•*

‘Bttteb

Laugh than Cut.’—Oae need not
regard to the truth of this old
Each man's experience attests to the fact that laughter IS heaJthfa). promotes digestion, lengthens one’s
life, and shortens one's face. Dr. Colton has been
rightly termed the 'High Priest of Laughter*; for
wherever he gives one of his Laughing Gas Exhibitions, the whole community, even iu these war times,
are better natured for a mouth afterwards.
The Exhibition is so entirely unique and uovel that no description can give one a real idea of the astonishing
effects produced upon those who inhale the Nitrous
Oxide. Dr. C. comes to us with the most flattering
notice* from both the religious and secular presses,
and we may expect to see an audience of our very
best people on Thursday night.’’—(Salem Register.
reason iu

Thandnjr. Sept. 10.
ARRIVED.
Brig J D Lincoln. Webber, Pic ton NS.
Sch Noel, (Br) Master*, Windsor NS.
Sch Starlight, York, Pictou NS.
Sch Oceau Star. Hainan, New York.
CLEARED.
Sch Lizzie W Dyer. McDuffie. New York.
Sch

OF TH*

Nitrous

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

from

at Dexter.

11, Avon, Howes,and

August 28. The Am. ship Mazatlaa, (of
Hath) for St Thomas, returned to this port, having
sprung aleak when five <flK* out. The ship has been
surveyed, and ordered to be discharged for repairs.

In l’hipsbiirg3d iust, Mr. Alfred B. Perkins to Miss
Anna L. Blaisuell, both of P.
In Gardiner 6th inst, .1. A. Wade, of Cambridge.
Mass., to Miss Pamela Mc< au«laud. of Faruiingdalc.
In Lewiston 9>th ult, Alinou W. Swctt of L., to
Miss Marcia II. A bleu, of Turner.

than four times

this State, and before moving to the West was
for years engaged in the manufacture of wool-

Co-

Marks.

Steers.

Etna..Uverpool.New

Mr. Editor—Please insert but not ritlNT
these in your editorial, local and mi»ccUaneouk columns.
You nioy find them cxhilaratinij but not Intoxicating. Asti Catawba.

Ca-

Sailed 26th, Margaret Jane, Russell, Singapore.
In port July 22, R H Tucker, Clark, for England
or New York.
Sailed from Colombo July 18, Gertrude, Young,Ibr
Calcutta.
Hong Kong, July 12—The Am ship Beaver, Smith,
from Hong Kong for Shangbae, is
aground at the

Vermont. 536.1918.
Massachusetts,
30.
New York. 220. 989.
Western. 49.
Canada. 115. 890.
N. B.—Beef, extra and first
quality includes nothing but the best large, fat. stall-fed Oxen.
Second
includes the best gras* fed Oxen,
quality
the best stall-fed Cows, and the best three year old

“jf" The Augusta Age records the death of
Hon. I’aulinua M. Foster, of ltichiuond, for-

lunity existed for venting his spleen against
sepl*6w
political foes, ami in favor of his old demo- j lants that one of the three appointments reDll. P. P. t^L'IMBY, would give uoticethat he ha
eratic friends of Jell*. Davis’ realm. The vis- j ferred to, in which the Argus can see only parreturned to Portland, and cau In* found at hi* Koom,
it or finally told him that lie hail called simply ! ti.'.an favoritism, and abolition, is Edward C.
No. 13 International House, Tuesday, August
since my last:
tor purposes of friendship, not to otleud or to
Hyde, Esq., of Hath, a gentleman who has nev- 12th, where be will attend to all wishing to cousul
John B. Walker of Bethel, Captain, and Alj I hi oirended, but that his country was superior er been charged w ith abolition, w ho has never him.
bert I,. I Jeering of Portland, 1st Lieut., Co. L,
irst Examination at office,.82 00
in its claims upon him to the demands of ordisympathized w ith Republicanism, is no partic- dEach subsequent sitting at office.50
and George W. Bicknell, 1st Lieut., Co. K.,
ular friend of Mr. Belcher, but, in the last
nary friendship, and rather than hear that
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 50
in the 5llt regiment. 1st Lieut. William II.
Presidential campaign, was one of the active
aspersed he should prefer to decline hospitality,
Each subsequent visit at residence,. 1 00
Clark of Wiscasset, Captain, Co. C., -4th regiand to go on his way. He therefore re-harsupporters of Bell ami Everett. But the ArAugust 10, 1802.—tf
ment, (the late Maj. .Smith's company,) and
nessed his horse, bill his friend good-bye, left
gus won’t see it in this light, and having got j
ly^CoDsumptiou and Catarrh, amt all diseases of
Horace C. White of Lisbon, Assistant surgeon j the dinner
smoking upon the table, ami came otl’a smart paragraph,it will not probably wish the Throat and
Luugs, successfully treated by Inhaot llie stb regiment. Ur. White was Hospital I to the
city—some eight or ten miles—on :ui j to take the smartness out by telling the truth lation,
By C. Horne, M. D.,
Steward of that rogimeut.
SKiiiMJslitii.
in tile case.
| empty stomach but w ith a lull heart.
aulb 02 cod
Corner Smith and Congress Sts.
his

of

pub-

4i) liehind the ticket,
Mr. Sweat runs ahead of the ticket III.

turns

(Per steamship City of New York at N. Y.J
Ar at Liverpool 25th nit, Colombia, Bryant, from
New York.
Ar at do 25th, Morning Light, Walters, do.
Hid 25th. Marr. Marshall, Genoa.
Cld 26th alt, Zephyr, King, Calcutta; Shamrock,
Doaue, Kin Jnnairo.
Ar at I»cal 2-Ph. Carioca. Oliver, l/indon for Philadelphia; Then Whitney, Kelley, do for Hoaton,(and
both
proceeded.)
Sailed28th, Amazon, Hovey, (from London) for
New York.
Ar at Falmouth 26th, Prineeae. Bearae. Rangoon.
Off Holyhead 23*1. John J
Boyd, Thomas, from
Liverpool for New York.
Off the Skerries 24th, Leona, Williams, from Liverpool for New York.
Ar at the Pill 26th nit. Mountain#*, Wilson, from
Bangor, Me. last from Penarth.
Sailed from Cardiff 25th. Ifevid Kira ball. Mason,
Barcelona; 8 L Bryant. Lane. Marseilles.
Sailed from Belfast 36th, Old Hickory, Mead, Phil-

of the

indebted to the

are

1st Conobessionai. District.—The
turns

for do.

BROKERS' BOARD.
Stocks.—Bobtox, Sept. 10, 1862.
15 Boston and Worcester Kailroad.121 j
73Kastern Kailroad.75
40.do... 75
40 Old Colony and Pall Kiver Kailroad.110
Sale

this year in these

towns is 5824.

25

Emeline McLain. Boeklin; Dan'l York, Hill; Starlight. Pet tin gill; Morning Star, -, and Georg#
Deering. Pinkham. for Portland.
CM 27tli. He ha J C Calhoun, Mtirrh. Portland; Belgrade, Leblanc, do; Alexander McLeod, Littlewood,

Phybiciaw axi> Sukokox.—II. A. LAMB, M.
f>.,
office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets,
Portland, Mo.
Particular attention paid to Surgery,
including
diseases of the eye and ear.
aug7—6nid

was

as

I

Clement, and not Charles Pen-

was

erroneously given yesterday, who
forme rh kept the grocery store in “the Row.”
Mr. Secretary Chase has informed the
people officially that the whole government
expenses for the year ending June 30, 18*52,
nell,

Dkntibtry.—Dr. JOSIAH II KALI), No. 241 Congr«™ Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church,
Portland, Me.
aug7dly

~

Zealand, Guiana, Virginia, and New York
points to which the Pilgrims were advised to emigrate from Holland.
The “Virginia Company of Merchant Adventurers,'’ by the aid they extended to the
Pilgrims, undoubtedly determined the question
in favor of New England; and that too by a
sharp bargain that looked more to prolit than
to principle; for each person sixteen years of
age and upwards was by that agreement “valued at ten pounds per head, and that to be accounted a single share*”

of

SELECTED.

AND

tSf* Several original communications arc
unavoidably laid over.
little girl in Gardiner had her thigh
broken on Wednesday last, by the upsetting

a

with hi< flock to
a

ORIGINAL

13,347.

These church dissensions at

doubtedly

if

stake, they well deserve to lie gibbeted afresh,
correct the mistake, which however made it
E. K. Butler, Esq., who was elect- ! on their ow n account, if they know w hat l
have said to lie true, or even if they know it
cd over Mr. Diimmer, a Jameson man, is, and

always

her down east
as

not,—which only proved what l said first
wolves; that “one kettle full of
the potatoes was not sufficiently done to suit
the taste of all”—admitted; and finally, that

faction, to hin

Massachusetts,

sounded her trumpet of glorification, as
the “elect” of this continent, that we know it
good old lady, an act of filial ingratitude, that

alsiut laiuMied

still worse.

the haste with which a

Our venerable mother

were

“sympathize with
Davis,
possible un<ler the eirrumslances!" Ergo J. X. is'trigust,'
and the complaint is “uncalled for,” and the
clam-chowder of a piece with oilier entertainments and “collations,” at the Commercial
House. But how happens it, Mr. Editor, that

only intention.

that to be their

and money making adventure, while the latter
was based upon principle.

long

and carrion

to

j

Popham, said, that the
failure of the settlement at the Kennebec, and
the success of that at Plymouth, arose from
the fact, that the first was a mere mercantile

Governor down to

Let us see how the matter stands now. My
charge is that Mr. X. J. Davis furnished invit<*d guests (bom all parts of our country, and
all British America, at the l’opham celebiation, with unwholesome food—with garbage

rise up in the majesty of that strength 'which
freedom gives, and hurl back the base taunt

it lias got to lx; solved, not by the pen but by
the sword, and the record of its solution writ-

nil parlies wiil be content to let the
drop.” Can’t do it gentlemen. To hit
lellow a clip and holler "enough!'' is not the

the celebration at Fort

matter

way to stop

then ? Let the millions of free men of the North

free

And then you finish off

from all
by saying,

Daily Press.

Popham and Plymouth.
Ex-Govenor Washburn of Massachusetts at

“we trust

a

ride rough-shud
over the “Saxon Yankee?” God forbid! What

This is the problem, and

the civilization of free schools, popular education, a free ballot, a free conscience and a free
churchgindjthe semi-barhrism ofa feudal system
more over-bearing, more despotic, and less in
accordance with the spirit and genius of the
lfith century, than was the European feudalism of the “Middle Ages.'’ While the people
of the free States have been drinking in the
bracing air of their free hills and lolly mountains, and trying to promote the humanities of
the age by a system of Institutions in accordance with equal rights and the largest liberty,
the people of the South, bom of the same common origin, schooled in the same original contest for freedom, and baptized in the best blood
of a common Revolution, have been nursing

Cavalier,”

tint committee and Mr. Ducts

blame.”

Uoubted! Shall, then, the loyal North plead
guilty to the charge of “inferiority,” and allow

unbridled control over the government of the
country, and domineer witli infernal insolence
the

claring that the "statement” in ty)>e, “exonerates

ed? Doubted! Can peace ever return while
this despotic
spirit remains unsubdued?

slave States shall be reduced to obedience, or
whether they shall triumph, and exercise their

over

please
reputation of our State is in issue. Yon
publish no less than three different communications, charging me with “injustice,” and
substantially with untruth. You go a little
out of your way to endorse the charge, by de-

op|ioscs it. Can it lie subdued while that which
both generates and fosters it remains untouch-

the “Norman

For the Portland

Messrs. Editors :—One word if you

con-

The Great Question—“To be, or not to
be r—to Conquer, or to be Conquered f

whether rebellion shall be crushed, or whether
it shall crush the government;—whether the
proud, domineering, insolent hutspurs of the

>

They have been

clinging.

now

———

’em again!—That Celebration I

The

southern mind passes, ami that this education
is almost if not quite inseparable from that
nunalural system of despotism to which the
South is

people

Pop

Harbinger, Ryder, Philadelphia.

MEMORANDA.
Shipping List noil's the sale of a
new bark, 640 tons, now on the stocks at Bath, at
and
readv for sea.
940,000, riged
Bark West Wind, Bolger, from New York for New
Orleaus, which put into Delaware Breakwater in distress*. alter being in colliaioii, has completed repairs
and proceeded 7th inst.
The New Y'ork

proverb.—

"These entertainments

have

been

so

admirably

managed by Dr. < olton, that they have gained the
and applause of our
patronage
very best citizens—
ladies and gentlemen, in which the attractions of music and mirth have contended for preference.'*—lPhil.
North American.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO—SU1 9th inst, bark Lucy Star.
Nelson. Shanghae.
In port 9th inst, ship David Crockett, Burgess, to

Ticket*, 15 Ct*.; Two Ticket*, 85 Ct*.

SAN

nr Positively no bills changed for less than three
Tickets.
Doors open at 74; to commence at 7) o’clock.
sept 13—It

load wheat for Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—CId 30th, brig* Mechanic.Look,
Boston, (ha* 313 hhds sugar and 153 bbl* molasses)
Sarah, Welton, do (ha* 288 hhds sugar and 155 bbU
molasses; 1‘oinsett, 31agoun, do (has 40 bales cotton,
1777 hides, 215 hhd* sugar, Ac.)

_

■lewd Quarters,

Camp Abraham Lincoln,
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 9th. sch Lizzie Taylor.TayI
lor, Newlx*rn.
Portland, Sept. 10, 180. J
Cld 9th, brig II T Kuggles, Camrn, Barbados; sch
j GENERAL ORDER No. S.
Ariel, Treworgv, Boston; Lizzie Taylor, Fortress j
In order to secure the advantages of so mueh of
Monroe; Ann. H>ake. Richmond, 3Ie.
General Order No. .12, issued
NEW YORK— Ar9th, *lut»* Raven, Nve, 3lanila;
by the Governor and
as authorizes the quotas of the
Commander-in-chief,
American Eagle. Unpiliart. London; bark Wildlire,
several town* to enter the company or regimen! of
their choice, so far as raav be consistent with the
Also ar 9tb, ships Constantine.
Creerey.Liverpool: service, all quotas must report their martial
arHarvest Cuceii. Young, do: Alice Ball. Boss, do: W
iicwi
iui> BiNelson, ( Server, Havre; schs Michigan, Marshall,
ter their arri\ al in camp, to the end that the organ!Calais; Henry Alfred. Allen. Miilbridge.
zasion of the several companies and regiments may
( Id 9tb inst, ships Brilliant, llagar, aud Adriatic.
bepertected at the earliest practicable moineut.
Moore. Loudon; Hemisphere, Taylor, aud Emerald
Trie dixposit.on of such quotas as cannot
bark
Isle, Cornish. .Southampton;
mutually
Hreyhound, Alexagree in the premises will be made by the l oiumanoander. Lore and a market > Hannibal. Hawkins, for
ant at an early day.
New Orleans; schs \V A Crocker, Emlicott. AlexanThe
respective companies and regiments will be dudria: Mary ( lark. Loud, Eiizabethport; Catharine
ly organized, immediately upon their being tilled.
Wilcox, McFaddcn, Eastport.
No company will he organized without the full
[By telegrrph.J Ar 11th. shins Victory, and Procomplement of 101 men. No regiments will be alcress, from Livcr|>ool; Hariha di. from London; Arlowed to virgauize outside of the rendezvous.
thur Child, from Havre; Carrier Dove, from LiverThe commissioning of auy and all officers of comS
bark
J
U
Boston;
NewMallorv,
pool:
Benjamin,
panies ami regiments, now or hereafter encamped at
castle; brig Sarah Elizabeth. Amsterdam.
this rendezvous, will he objected against by the ColoPROVIDENCE—Sid 9th,sch Ann S Brown,Brown,
nel commanding, unless such officers, immediately
Philadelphia.
upon their election, oocupy the commodious quarter*
BOSTON—Ar 10th, brig Marv (' Mariner. Portprovided for them at this camp, aud are found invaland ; schs Statesman. Cole. ( hulee NS; Pilot. Robriably, upon all proper occasions, present for duty
inson, Mr Desert; Kate Aubrey, Curtis, Portland;
with their respective commands.
Koret, Hiil. and Laconia, Proctor. Saco.
By order of the Colonel < ominandant,
Also ar, bark Radiant, from Rotterdam.
E. S. MORB13. Post Adl’t.
sepl2—-lw
Cld loth, bark Helen Maria, Marshall. Pietou; brig
Humboldt, Bryant, do; L T Knight. Purk. Bangor,
to load for Tortuga*: sch Willow, Parker, Lubec.
ItMtre.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 9th. brig Alexander Milliundersigned. having been appointed by
ken. Fish, Wareham.
thauiel l». Marshall, Esq.. I'uitea State* Ax*emAr li)tli, schs Naiad Uueen, Holmes, Holmes' Hole.
or for the lirst assessment district iu Maine, AssistSid 8th. bark Belle, Moullou, for New York.
ant Assessor* for the sixth and seventh division of
N AN TUCKET—Ar 3*1 Inst, sch Susan, Collin, New
said district, embracing the city of Portland, and
Bedford.
having been duly qualified aud entered upon the duSOMERSET—Artfth. sch Argus, Crowley, Elizaties
thereof, hercbv give notice to all persons liable
bet boo rt.
to taxation in said city under the law or Congress apBU( KSPoRT—Ar 7th, sch Surah Hall, Pierce.
that they will be in session dalJuly 1st,
Boston.
proved
ly (Sundays excepted) for the present, at office in the
BATH—Ar 10th inst. sch James K, Andrews,Kocknew City lluildiug. in the second story, from nine to
laiul.
eleven o’clock iu the forenoon, and from three to five
o’clock in the afternoon, to receive true aud comFOREIGN PORTS.
plete lists of all taxahle property, of every kind ; alAt Shanghae July 3, ships Andes, Spence, from
so, to receive applications for license, a* provided in
aud requested dv said act.
Swatow, ar June 28; Lame Cock, Jayne, lor sale.
SAM I. SMALL. Ass’t Assessor, Dir. No. ff.
sailed 3*1. bark Fruiterer, Davies, Hong Kong and
A. V. tiKKItlMI,.7.
Whampoa
N. B
Blank form* can be had by calling at office.
At Ainoy July 10, ship (iolden State, Kaulett, for
dlw
Portland, .Sept. 12, 1H»»2.
New Y ork, Idg.
At Whampoa July 11. ship Comet, Todd, for New
York, Idg.
At Calcutta July 22. «hip Dashawav. Costar, from
Colombo, ar 21st; Addi.-on Hilbert. ( ook, for Hull;
Salferiuo* Pendleton, lor Akvuk Idg; R II lueker,
E. ii. PE.V.VELL * CO..
Clark; Abuer Stetson, Stetson; ( ha> 11 Luut, Hale,
amt Union, Norton, disg. aud others.
Xo. 3«K1 Congree* Street,
At Leghorn 23d ult. ship Moro Castle, K**««, for N
York 28th; barks Brilliant.Colburn, for Philadelphia;
taken store as above, and intend to keep a
Heiiessee, Ylelntyre. for Boston; brigs Hangcs, 1 (earfresh ami prime assortment of every kind of
ing. for New Y ork.
At Malaga 20th ult, bark Fury. Kent, for Boston;
Velma. Nickerson, fordo; Celestia, Howes, lor New
FAMILY
York; schs Wins Baker. Hamilton. Irom Henoa, ar
Such ax Tcax. Co Abes. Sugars. Spice*. Pickles. Ac.,
20th. to load fruit lor llostou; Masouiv, l'erry, and
N k H tumid. Smith, lor New York; Transit, Davis,
Having made arrangements with some of our beat
dairies, we also intend to keep supplied with the
seeking.
23*1
hark
BosAt Cadiz
ult,
Speedwell, Taylor, fm
ton, ar 22d ; brig L M Meri*ltt. Berry, for Boston.
CHOICEST
At Black River J, 17th ult, seb \ A Farnsworth,
llinks. t**r New Y ork, Idg.
To be found in the market; also.
At Jeremie 28th ult, brig Edwin Dyer, for Boston
soon ; sell Kate Sargent, lor do 10 days.
&o.
AtHraud Turk 27th ult, brig Penobscot, Edgerly,
for Newport, for orders.
lOuOdoz. Eggs wanted* Immediately.
Ar at llav ana 25th ult, bark John Aviles, YVilliatns,
Boston; 30th. brig Mansaullla. Slater, do.
We respectfully invite a share of public patronage,
Sailed from Cieiifuegos 22*1 ult, hark Franklin,
and promise to give entire satisfaction to those* woo
Mitchell, Boston.
purchase of ux.
eodOw
Sailed from Mutanzas 25th ult, brig Orizon Adams,
Sept. 11, 1SG2.
>

■

iiik

»«»

THE

—

Family Q-rooeries.

nAVK

tiROCKRIES,

BUTTER,

Poultry, Vegetables, Eggs,

King. Boston.
At Sydney CB— inst. brig Essex, Slnnott,
(*alway, to load for Portland; sch Maracaibo,
Icy, for do, Idg.

from
Heu-

At Pietou 1st inst. bark C B Hamilton. Haskell, for
Portland: brigs Martha Wftshingtoa, l.eland, and
Lincoln, Webber, for do; schs Campbell, Fickett;

4'ninp Abraham Lincoln.
busines* with this

reudezvous will be tran*>

acted at the head quarte
ALL
.JOllN

Sept. II,

1W2.

r*

on

the

campground*.

LYNCH, Col. Commandant.
lw

^—

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

£9=“We

LATEST

am

Portland Daily Press.
An Attack

Accident.—Winslow Hall, son of the junior editor of the Press, while at play with some
lads, Wednesday evening, fell from a fence to
the ground, a short distance, and broke both
of his

alamt half way lie-

arms

I)r. Wright

tween the wrist and the elbow.

called,

was

and set the

the little fellow

was

in

a

bones,

and

yesterday

very comfortable con-

dition.
20rii Maine.—A letter from a private in
the 20th Maine regiment, says they arrived at

Alexandria last Saturday afternoon, and

Sunday

on

into camp at Washington, near
the Arsenal grounds. The men were all in
went

good health, and line spirits. He further says,
he does not believe there arc five men in the
Regiment who would accept their discharge if
it

offered to them. As to their field officers, he says if the election was left to the
rank and file, they would elect the same offiwas

cers

they

have.

now

Washington,

REBELS

N. C.

REPIXSED.

in the matter.

Shipm asters Oath of Allkoi ance.—llj
virtue of instructions to all the Collectors o
Customs, the Secretary of the Treasury has ordered that the late law of Congress shall Ik
enforced, which requires all shipmasters

one

on

Convention of Mute*.—The New England Association of Deaf and Dumb continued their session yesterday at the City
Hall. An oration was given by Mr. Samuel
Rowe, formerly of New Gloucester, now of

Boston, which was interpreted to the audience by Dr. Galiaudet, of New York.
In the
evening there were religious services In St.
Stephen’s Church, conducted in the mute language, by Dr. Galiaudet. This closed the proceedings of the Convention. The next session
will be held at Providence, R. I.
Presentation.—The
Grammar schools

lads

or

the

three

Gunboat blown up and Lost of Life.
Foktkbss Moxkok, Sept. 10.
By the arrival of the steamer Guide, from
New hum, we learn that the rebels, 120Ustrong,
attacked Washington, N. C., on tlie morning

of the tlth lost. Alter a desperate light of two
hours, the rebels were repulsed and pursued
seven miles.
The gunboat Louisiana rendered essential service in- shi lling the rebels out
of the strong position they had seized.
The
gunboat Picket was blown up by the accidental explosion of her magazine.
Capt- Niehols
and uineteen men were killed and six wounded.
Our loss in the light on shore was seven
killed and forty-seven wounded.
The rcliels
lost thirty killed anil thirty-six taken prisoners.
The 1st regiment of North Carolina Union
volunteers, under Col. Potter, fought with the
greatest bravery and most determined heroism.
Col. Potter had a horse shot under him. Companies II and 1) of the 24th Massachusetts regiment were in the action. None of them were
killed but several were wounded,
Our force
engaged was only 500. In addition to our
killed and wounded, we have four men missing. A large number of the rebels were

wounded,

Gen. Foster and stair went to Washington,
N. C., on Sunday.
Col. Stevenson will have
command of Newbern in Gcu. Foster's absence.

Capt. F. F. Wells, of Boston, Mass., with
twenty divers, three hundred men, and four
whale ships, arrived here yesterday, for the
purpose of raising the sunken vessels at Hampton, Newport News, Gosport and James Kiver.
Their contract compels them to raise the Cumberland whole, but Capt. Wells intends also to
raise the Merriinae whole If |8>ssible.
Some fifty or seventy-live vessels of all classes received orders
yesterday to report to head-

quarters, for the purpose of receiving their
discharge from the United States service.

Appearance of the Rebel Army.

Occupation of Hagrtstown by

Probable Evacuation of Harper'a Ferry.
Baltimore, Sept. 11.
A gcntlmnan who arrived here from Fred-

ed their music teacher, Mr. Samuel Thurston—
who has enlisted in the 5th Maine

the

Rebels.

yesterday afternoon present-

Battery—
with a beautiful revolver. The presentation
was made in the new City Hall by Mr. M.
Pickering, of the Park street Grammar School,
in behalf of the lads, who read an address,
which w as signed by a committee of lads from
each of the schools. Mr. Thurston responded
in a few patriotic remarks. The boys then
sung “America” with a will, and separated
with three hearty cheers for Mr. Thurston.
The project of presenting the pistol was
started by George F. Thurston, of the Park

confirms previous statements as to the wretched appearance of the
rebels. They appeared to be generally well
armed, but shockingly filthy. In one sense
every man might be considered a host in himself, judging from the animated nature of their
persons.

street Grammar School.

short distance from the State line.
Pennsylvania is not yet invaded.
Jackson is reported to lie at Middletown
with lg.ooo men, mostly cavalry.
The Washington National Intelligencer says
that Gen McClellan’s army has advanced as
far as Damascus, 34 miles from Washington,
and 4 miles from the Frederick county liue,
and 1(5 miles from Frederick town.

men

Wedneslav,

the

from the towns of

Bridgton, Bethel, Brownfield, Harrison, Sweden, Gilead and Upton, numbering 101 men,
came into the city and proceeded to
Camp I.in>*»ln.
Yesterday an election of officers for
this company was held. Major General Virgin
presiding. Horace C. Little, of Bridgton, was
unanimously elected Captain; E. Meilen
Wright, of Bethel, 1st Lieutenant, nndFernald, of Harrison, 2d Lieutenant.
We arc pleased at the election of Mr. Little.
He has exerted himself nobly in the recruiting business, and, as we think, will make an
excellent officer. He has been engaged in
publishing and editing the Bridgton Reporter, and is the second captain furnished from
that office—Enoch Wright, Esq., former editor
of the paper, having gone out as Captain of
Company E. 12th Maine Regiment.
Union Chcrch.—The work of rebuilding
this edifice is going on with great rapidity.
The walls

are

tile roof.

There

up, and two of the trusses of
are to be six trusses, and the

roof will be one of the most substantial in the
city. Mr. Charles R. Frost is the contractor.

If the work

the church is continued with
the same rapidity, it will not be a great while
on

before it will lie ready for occupation, and
citizens will be

regaled

w

our

ith music from the

chime of bells In the tower.

We learn that there will be no pews sold in
this church. They will be leased annually;
aud every one who hires a pew will have the
privilege of voting in all Parish affairs. If he
chooses to leave that place of worship for
he is

not encumbered with a pew
another,
costing Iront $200 to $600. This is truly democratic, and, as appears to us, the best way of
mauagiug the affairs of a congregation:
Serenade to Mr. Sweat.—A

of

portion
evening and
formed a procession at the old City Hall, and,
with the Portland Band, proceeded to the residence of Hon. L. D. M. Sweat, on State street,

the Democrats turned out last

and gave him a serenade. In respouse to a
call, Mr. Sweat appeared upon the balcony,
and made a speech of some length, defining
his

position.

He said he had confidence in the

President, and should supi>ort Inin in Ins measures to put down this rebellion.
At the same
time he pitched into the secession sentiment
at the {south and the abolition element at the
North, declaring that Sumner, Wilson, Phillips<

Greeley,

ei id oiniie yenun, should all be sent
to Fort Warren or Fort Lafayette. He was

opjiosed

to

the confiscation and

emancipation

bills, and thought Congress had not done w hat
was proper to cherish the Union sentiment at
the South, which he thought, one year ago,
existed to a considerable degree. He quoted
from
and

a

of Hon. Mr.

speech
willing

Holt, of Kentucky,

go with him in supporting
the President in all efforts to save the Constitution and the Union, one and indivisible.
The great burden of his remarks seemed to lie
was

to

upon the “Constitution and the Union.”
Some portions of the speech were applauded,

especially
tionists.”

those where he
After

he

morning,

The telegraph operator at Elysville reports
haviug heard heavy cannonading in the distance all llie morning.
Philadelphia, Sept. 11.
The Bulletin’s Harrisburg dispatch says that
Hagerstown is occupied by only got) re I s'I cavalry. The main rebel army is at Frauktown,
g 1-g miles off. A small party bad appeared

a

Militart Election.—On

quotas of nine months'

erick this

scored the “aboli-

had

closed, the band,
played “HailColumbia” and “YankeeDoodle.”
C. P. Kimball, Esq., then made a few remarks,
after which the procession was again formed
and marched off.

car- This evening, Dr. Colton is to give one
of his famous exhibitions of the “Laughing

Rockville, Sept. 10—evening.

roolesville, about 10 miles from here, Is the
farthest point up the river that we occupy,
but as to movements generally it would now
be improper to speak.
No word has recently been received of Col.
Miles, who has been occupying Harper's Ferry. The impression is that lie has left that
point by this time, as it would Is' impossible
for him to hold that position while the enemy
occupy Frederick, and may inarch upon Hagerstown, which is anticipated.
No one seems to have any definite knowledge of the numerical force now in Maryland.
There is no rloulit tile enemy are throwing
all their available force into Maryland.
Five deserters from the g4tb N. C. regiment,
arrived here to-day. They state that two of
their
marched directly from Richmond to Frederick. The supply trains of the
rebels continue to cross into Marylaud, but
none are known to return.
Our troops advanced tins morning.

brigades

50,000 Troops called for from

Pennsylvania.

jects did everything but talk. At the close ol
the whole, the Convention rose and
gave Dr,
Colton three cheers in their |>eculiar
w'ay.
This evening, Dr. C.. after a short
explanatory lecture, will administer the Gus to twelve
gentlemen of this city, and we shall probably
have specimens of oratory,
dancing, singing,
&c., which will astonish not ouly the audience,
but the gentlemen subjects themselves.

Court

HIS

tl P. M.. the time
lie left Frederick.
They were principally inlantry and artillery, the latter numbering over
300 pieces, some of which were very large.—*
Gens. Robert E. Leo, Jackson, Cobb, and other generals were present.
He saw, as he sup*
posed, 5000 cavalay near Xew Market, which
had not left camp.

At tlie commercial

Meeting.

Toledo, Sept.

11.

meeting, Gen. Wallof the Board of Trade,
delivered this evening an address on commerce
and the reliellion. Mathew Brown, Presiden
of the Board of Trade, presided. Gen. Wall
bridge adverted to the fact that on tlie ver;
•sjHit where they were then assembled, he had
under the authority of the State, some !•
years ago held an encampment and enrolle
the militia of the district, when volunteer
were called for in the war w ith Mexico, an
he said that on enquiry he had found the
nearly all now living who had taken pai
with him then, had gone to the war, ami wer
now engaged in quelling tlie rebellion and n
storing tlie Constitution. There was an in
mensc attendance, and the enthusiasm wa
never surpassed here.
war

bridge, by invitation

Political.

Milwaukee, Sept. 11.
John F. Potter was
unanimously nominate I
for re-eleclioii to Congress at tlie Cougressioi
al Convention for the First District Racine to
day.

Cincinnati.

40 miles

distant,

and in the presence rtf the

Philadelphia. Sept. XI.

The Intelligencer lias

LETTER

TO

THE

PRESIDENT.

Marysville Captured by Morgan,
Cinc inn ati,

Master T. Lewis and

off to-day, but so lar only skirmishing
has taken place. The rebels are reported in
force at Latonia Springs, about seven miles
from Covington. Our forces are very large,
and the city is considered safe.
There was picket skirmishing along the entire line of the West Licking river tilts P. M.
We lost two killed. The enemy’s loss Is not
know n. The enemy is throwing up earthworks
to-niglit in front of Fort Wallace, but they
will be shelled out to-morrow. Several regiments of Gen. Grant’s army arrived to-day,
and others are en route. There liave been
large arrivals of other regiments and squirrel

hunters.

New York. Sept. 11.
Special to the Herald from Cincinnati.—
There has been no battle yet, although it is
expected hourly. Reinforcements of veteran
troops are constantly arriving, and Cincinnati
is sale.
Marysville was taken by the rebel Morgan
with 1000 men. No resistance was made.

Cincinnati, Sept. 11.

Mnysvillo. Ky., was taken by the rebels today. The Union |ieople left, taking everything valuable.

Our scouts made a raid In the renr of the
rebel lines last night and burned a mill used
by the rebels for grinding corn.
The report that a company of city soldiers
were captured
to-day is officially contradicted,
no prisoner having been laken by the rebels.
•

Aeting Master's

have reliable information that the rebel generals have moved llieir entire army from Frederick to Ouinlicrlaiid Valley, and their destination is now Harrisburg and Philadelphia.
We need every available man. Immediately
stir up your population to-night, form them
into companies, and send us twenty thousand
to-morrow. No time can Ire lost in massing a
force In tile Susquehanna to defend the State
and your city. Arouse every man possible,
urgent call bo prompt anil effective. I hereby
request that all able-bodied citizens shall assemble at 10 o'clock, on Friday morning, at
the precinct houses of their respective election
districts, in readiness to obey the summons to
immediate service.
The National Guard regiment were the first
to tender to the Governor a full regiment on
the bust proclamation. This is the 2d National
Guard regiment, the 1st being iu the Held under Col. Zeile, and was the first organization
of militia accepted for three months service
last year. They leave to-morrow, Major G.
N. Fit* commanding, Capt. Iinetf second iu
command.

Rebel Proclamation in

a

Loyal State.

Bai.timore, Sept

Army

of Northern

>
Virginia,
Near Fredericktown, Sept. 8. )
To the people of Maryland:—It is right that
you should know the purpose that has brought
the army under
my command within the limits

of your State, so far as that purpose concerns
yourselves. The people or the confederate
.States have long watched with the deepest
sympathy, the wrongs and outrages that have
lieen indicted upon the citizens of the commonwealth allied to the Slates of the South
by tile strongest social, political and commercial ties, and reduced to the condition of a
conquered province. Under the pretence of
supporting the constitution. Imt in violation of
its most valuable provisions, your citizens
have beeu arrested and imprisoned upon no
charge, and contrary to all forms of law. A
faithful and manly protest against litis outrage,
made by a venerable and illustrious Marylander, to whom in better days no citizen appealed
for right iu vain, was treated w ith scorn ami
contempt The government of your chief
city has been usurped by armed strangers;—
your legislature lias lawn dissolved by the unlawful arrest of its members; freedom of press
and of speech have been suppressed; words
have been declared odeuses by an arbitrary
decree of the federal executive, and citizens
ordered to be tried by military commissions
for what they may dan- s|wak. Believing that
tile people of Maryland possess a spirit too
lofty to submit to such a government, the
people of the South have long wished to aid
you iu throwing off this foreign yoke, to enable you again to enjoy the inalienable rights
of free men, aud to restore the independence
and sovereignty of your State. In obedience
to tliis wish our army has come among you,
and is prepared to assist you with its arms in
regaining the rights of which you have Iwen
so unjustly despoiled.
This, citizens of Maryland. is our mission so far as you are concerned. No restraint upon your free w ill is intended. No Intimidation will lie allowed within
the limits of this army, at least Marylanders
shall once more enjoy their ancient freedom of
thought and speech. We know no enemies
among you, and will protect all of you iu
every opinion. It is for you to decide your
destiny, freely and without constraint. Tills
army will respect your choice, w hatever it
may lie, and while the Southern people will
rejoice to welcome you to your natural position among them, they will only welcome
you
when you come of your own free w jll.
li. E. Lee, Gen’l Uom'dg.
(Signed)
Govs. Andrew and Stanley in New York.
New York. Septemlx r 11.
Gov. Andrew was in town to-day. He liad
a protracted interview with Gov.
Stanley of
N. ('., Gen. Hunter, Collector Harney anil Assistant Secretary of War Walcott: also with
Mr. Hlatehford, Thurlow Weed, anil was waited on at the New Kngland Rooms by numerous distinguished individuals.
The Governor
left for Boston this eveuing, and Thurlow
Weed went to Washington. It is thought that
the conferences to-day were
upon important
national otTairs, and were certainly of a satis-

factory

a

is soon to be introduced here.

A

To Let.

confer

by making a note of the fact.
we hope Ianmay find himself in Washington in the time specified,—as
a prisoner,
The proclamation of the relx-I General
Lee, to the people of the loyal State of Maryland, informing them of calamities and oppressions which they have, as yet, been unable to
see in that
light, sounds amazingly like Gen.
Anderson’s late speech before the Democratkfavor

a

For our

part

own

HOUSE No. 11 Brackett Street,
containing seven or eight room* all in
good repair.
Inquire at 21 Exchange St., or 81 Winter St.,
dtf
Portland, July 19. 18**2.
J. F. DAY.

a

match takes

place Friday

and

Saturday.

New York, September II.
Cotton less active; sales, 7(0 bales at
57a57J fur
middling uplands.
Flour—State and Western 1«*mi active; S a per fine
State 6 a 6 2*»: extra do 6 35 a 660; round hoop Ohio
6 75 a 5 86; Western 5 00 a 5 60; Southern unchanged;
mixed to good 5 45 a 5 90 ; fancy and extra5 9; ( ana-

da—extra 5 Mi a 6 50.
Wheat 1 a 2clower; Chicago spring 1 05 a 1 14: Milwaukee cluh 1 OS a 1 15; winter red Wenteru 123 a
125; white Michigan 150.
Corn—heavy; mixed Western 67 a 58 tor sound,
52 a 56 for eastern.
lieef—quiet; country me*s 8 00 a 10 75.
l*ork unchanged; mess 11 62] a 11 75.
Lard lest* active—sales 1330 bWls at 9 a 9?; 250 kega
at 10 J.
Whiskey—firm at 32] a 32*.
Sugars—firm; New Orleans 8? a 11; Muscovado 8]
a 8*.

Coffee—quiet.
Molasses

firm; Harhnrioes 37; Muscovado 30.

pav

over

2 30.

held

at

2

82]; buyers

refuse io

kosin-lirm; No 1 at 23 75 a 15 75.
Freight* to Liverpool—steady; cotton jd: flour 4s;
grain 16d for wheat in hulk and ship’s hags.
Wool very firm but business is limited.
Stock Market.

Nkw Yokk. Sept. 11.
firm; Chicago & ltock Island67}; Cleveland

ing regularly.

Stocks
& Toledo

54]; Illinois ( ntral 63}; I’unama 141;
Michigan Southern guaranteed 63; Michigan Ctcnral
; tiold 119; L' S sixes 1881
«8jf; New York ( entral
coupons 100]; Treasury 7 3-10 103.

Interruption ol' the Mails.
Washington, Sept,

11.
sent hence westward further
than Elliot's Mills, nor are there any forwarded beyond that point on the Baltimore A Ohio
Kailroad. Other routes are selected to insure
are

it than he

Nf.w York, Sept 11.
dated Sept. U, from camp near
INxilesville, gays the 1st Mass, cavalry, ('apt.
Williams, recently arrived from Port Royal,
was sent forward in urgent haste from Washington. with orders to picket the Potomac to
Harper's Ferry. The regiment went to Alexandria at midnight on Wednesday, and arrived
Thursday morning at. Turally town. They
marched at 5 o’clock in the afternoon, and by
it o'clock next morning were at the Monoeacy,
A letter

were

1

apply

to

JAMES FURBISH.
tf

Real Estate Office Removed.

MOSES

GOULD,

11a* removed his Office from 29 Exchange Street, to
74 MIDDLE STREET, (up ftTAiaa )
FOR SALE, at bargains suited to war
dimes. Houses, House Lots, and Wharf Prolixity.
2 two story Houses, *1400eacli; 1 fine CotItage, 91200 ; 60 House Lots, from 9300 to
Houses from 91000 to 96000; 2 House Lots,
withiu 6 minute's walk of the Post office, *350.

Aug. 15

MOSES GOULD.
74 Middle St. (up stairs.)

3w

Cooper's Shop

ON

to Let.

MERCHANDISE.

We

Store.
1000 hhds. Turk's Island,
AFLOAT

sons

of weariness, which have

so

often been

urged apologetically for non-attention to lectures, Bowdoin declamations, Ac., are all exnl.I-.kln

-..I_I..

—

E'g~The new steamer “City of Bath,” now
receiving her machinery at Bath, and owned
by Oliver Moses, Esq., will probably be the
best and fastest vessel of her class ever built
In New England. Her engines are of tile most
approved pattern, got up with reference to
strength, and perfection of operation; and her

boiler, :{0 by

feet, will

1:J

power equal
to that of the side-wheel steamer New Brunswick. The “City of Bath” is expected to
make fourteen knots, without over
working.—

N. M. Haven.

bark

Caglian.

Trafiani.
Liverpool.

•ep9d3w

DANA

k CO.

Vermont Batter.
ik K TUBS Prime, for sale by
i-o_J. r. WEEKS k CO.

English Pickles
PRIME

A

and Manees.

Assortment, for sale by
J. F. WEEKS k CO.

sept 9—3 w
iiaviwum ^

•'MlgUlt

in less than two weeks.

Lumber.
FEET gin*-**wed,
Hemlock Hoard,.

9fUl TUMt

*W,WU

8ewoned

100.000 feet rouclwdprd Hemlock Fence Board,, at
H per M feet. For wile bv
J. 11. IIAMI.EN,
albdlm
Hobvou's Wharf.

Fruit Cans.
GOOD ASSORTMENT
Glaw> and Tin, fer wile at

A

July 29,

1802.

d2mi»

Gallant Seventh Maine!

tilts week, a smart man with #50 cash
Aliy man having the slewe amount,
chalice where be can turn it into #500,
this winter, by applying to ( K. MAItTINE. No.
2331 Congress .street, up stairs. The business is new
anil pleasant with so opposition.
CSv No man neevl apply unless he means business,

WANTED
capita*.
hear or

a

sept 10—3l •

l/1 all

Recruit, wanted to fill up the

SEVENTH

GENTLEMEN’S DRESS HATS,

REGIMENT,

COLONEL E. C. MASON.

WITH TH*-

PATENT ELASTIC CUSHION,
Advance Bounty front City, 8195.

NOW OPKS

AT

PEBBY’B,

Advance Bounty from State, 955,

No. 151 Middle Street.

soplO—4w

Advance Bounty front (7. States, 897.

J.
CORXEIt OE

M.

BAKER,

One month's Pay in

EXCHAXGE | FEDERAL STS.,

advance?

819

MAKIKU ▲

DKALKU IN

Choice

TOTAL ADVANCE OF $*30.

Family Groceries,

PROVISIONS,

FRITT,

And Country

ALSO,

VEGETABLES,

Bounty

$75

Produce,

SSlilS'T*?*f*V'

an?**’

From the eoanties of Aroostook.
Piscataquis. P*.
nobscot Hancock,
Waldo, and the
towns of ( amden.
amf
in the county
or Knox, at (
amp John Pope,
Col. Gideon

‘Washington,
Appleton

Hope

Commandant.
Mayo,
II —tifficrr. In command

be
to move for the rendezvous
01
»* riod of wrvlee required of the
troops under the present call and the necessity for their speedy initiation into the school of
the soldier, company and battalion, it is
earnest!*
recommended that one officer for each
company at
least be selected from the non-commissioned
officers
or privates of Maina Volunteers now in
the service
of the United States.
States advance pay.
bounty and premium, and State bounty, amounting in tbe aggro,
gate to #97, will, until further orders, be paid to all
volunteers for the old regiments, and the men will
be
credited to the places of their residence
upon the
quota for drafted men. Kn listed men tor this serv ice
will report to this office, or to M^Jor J. W. T. Gardiner, U\ 8. A., at the State House. The duplicate enlistment papers of such recruits most
acoonipany
them to Augusta, or be previously sent to
Major Gardiner with
explanation. The former coarse
proper
will be adopted wherever practicable.
V.—Cities, towns and plantations, furnishing volunteers in lieu of drafted men to fill their
respective
quotas, will find it necessary to enlist more than the
specified number of men apportioned to them, in order to avoid a draft to
supplr the places of those who
may be rejected for disability or other cause*.
draft, as
for in previous orders
and instructions, will be commenced in the manner
therein specified, ou W’ednesday, {September loth, at
0 o’clock A. M., in ail companies within whose limits a sufficient number of volunteers are not
previousenlisted, in lieu of the quota of drafted men, and
tin* aldermen of cities, selectmen of towns and assessors of plantations, are
requested to give such immediate nenuitial attention to (Ha
»r
in their respective places, as will enable them to know
with perfect certainty, whether a draft is
necessary,
and give dne notice thereof to this office, and to the
Orderly Sergeants or commanding officer* of companies.
By order of the Commander-In-Chief,
JOHN L. HODS DON,
8t
Adjutant General.

gJ,l/7^,V‘CW

Ahe hr}oT

\L—The

provided

friends and the public

are

invited to

sept 10—3m

60.000 Regulation Cavalry Blankets;

do
25.000
Artillery Blankets.
These Blankets must be of pure wool, cloae
woven,
of stout yarns.
ron THU CAVALUT,
Indigo-blue color, w ith a orange border three inches
wide and three inches from the edge. The letters
“U. 8.,“ six incites high, of orange color ia the centre of the blanket.
FOR TUB ARTILLRRT,
Red, with a black border three incite* wide and three
inches from the edge. The letters “U. 8.,*'six inches high, black color, in the centre of the blanket.
All the blankctsare to be 76 inches long bv 67 inches wide, and the weight of 8.1875 lb*.
Variation allowed, 0.1875 lb*. They must be single, and not in
pairs, and packed in cates of one hundred each. The
value of the cases to be determined bv the inspector.
The goods are to be inspected at tiic Ihctory, and
none will be accepted or paid for but such as arc
ap-

inspection.

on

Deliveries must be made as follows: One tenth of
the amount contracted for, per week, commencing
in two week* from the date of the contract. Failarn
to deliver at a specified time will subject the contractor to a forfeiture ot the amount due at that time.
No bid will be considered which does not come
from a manufacturer or manufacturing company,
and which doe* not state explicitly the place, time
and quantity of each weekly delivery.
The Department reserves the right to reject any or
all of the bid* which may be made.
Fxch party obtaining a contract will be required te
enter into bond* with proper soreties for the ffcithfel
execution of the same.
t’poa the award being made, mceessfol bidder*
will be notified; and win be furnished with forms of
the contract, and bond required of them.
Proposal* will be addressed to
“General JAMES W. RIPLEY,
Chief of Ordnance,
Washington. D. C.M
And will be endorsed
“Proposals for Blankets.*’
JAMES W. RIPLEY.
«*P#tl3
Brig Gen Chief of Ord'ce.

COAL

at the Close of the War.

Oval, Square
Eliptical frames, with
WITH
Rosewood, Black Walnut
Oilt finish made
order, of
sire,
of
or

now and
style or design,
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking L lasses and
in
re-set
old
bv
fiami’s,
plates
MORRISON & CO., 26, Market Square.

any

FAMILY GROCERY STORE.

Pay

Pay from 913

on

hand

FAMILY GROCERIESj
at Wholesale and Retail. His
tomers are invited to give him

THE GENUINE

to

933 per Month.

acres

of Land at the

close

WILLIAM II. LARRABEE,
Recruiting Officer.

OT Recruiting Office, foot of Exchange Street,
Duran’s Clothing Store.
auglOdtf

(1 entle

in

You

can

have

made to

War

Telegram
ik*!

lor .»

limp I'uuiiMini

NXap,

53 Kxchnngc Street
dti

A.

JlL

COUNTRY

PRODUCE,
Portland, Me.

294 ConirreHK Street,
se|»&—3m

Trunks!

VALISES, POBTMANTEAUS,

dress

suit,

by

DURAN'S
No. 105

MANUFACTORY,
MIDDLE STREET.

LARGE ami Fashionable Stock of the alnivc articles may lie found at this establishment, comprising everv description for a traveling outfit.
J. R. DURAN.
(10m
July 30,1082.

A

PENSIONS, BOUNTY HONEY,
Burk Pay, Ac.
liK)R service in the present war, obtained for Soldiers
E and Sailors, their Widows and Heirs, from the United States Government, on application in person or
by letter to
BRADFORD Ac HARMON,
No. 88 Exchange

St., Portland, Maine.

Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty years, and having a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims against the Government with
and despatch, and on very reasonable
erms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.

!iromptne«s

FRKEMAN BRADFORD,
Z.

K.

Portland, June 20th.

MAN of ten
desires a place as
salesman in a store, or as partner. The best ot
references can 1m- given.
Address 8. D. L., Portland P. O.. with real name
and business.
sept4dtf

A

WANTED—$1000 TO $10,000
On
In the

Mortgage

City

on

S.

Real Estate,

of Portland, for which from 7 to 8 per
cent in interest will be paid.

Address Post Office, Box 348.

auglGd&w4w

It.

f-thttio

Poultry, Vegetable#, Country Produce,
w. h. iixxev,

a. w. roam.

CHASE BROTHERS * CO*

IMPORTERS,
GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

*ep&—3m

Store,
A

IV-

n t t

Nos. 2, 4 A 6 Warren Market, Portias*.

AS!)

SOM,

War

PolicieH
Militaky

RANTED to persons entering the
I N'avAl Service, by

(1

or

Mutual Life Insurance Company,

the stock of

HEW

OOWKL.L,,

And taken the store recently occupied by him. would
invite tile attention of Mr. Howell's former customers, as well as their own friends and the public, to the

C'a«*l»
(Eight and

a

YORK.

Fund #"*,000,000.

half Million

Dollars.)

W. D. LITTLE,

NEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS,
Which thev have just added, to their former well aeIcctiii stock.
crxo trouble to show goods: call and Me before
purchasing elsewhere.
dtf
Aug 2Hth. 1862.

Ageat,

Office 31 Exchange Street.

#ep3—tf

Practical
THOMAS

Truss

Fitter.

G. LOR IMG,

DRUGGIST,
Cor. Exchange A Federal St*., Portland*

JAMES P.

SLEEKER,

UNDERTAKER,
Exchange Street, Portland,

FURNISHING
No. Ill
Residence

rear

stantly

of 411 Congress Street, keen*
hand all the various kinds of

con-

AND

Now

Uho,
anything

in

Mutual Fire Insurance
Company.

rilHE Animal Meeting of the above-named CompaA ny, for the choice of officers and such other busheld at their
iness as may come before them, w ill
offtcc, ou Monday, October 6th. at 7J o’clock, P. M.
Pet order,

In;

•epcodtd

IF

CASKETS,

of this kind that
And will make to order
may be ordered, at short notice, from the cheap**! to
strict
and undivided
the vkky RKsr
lty giving my
attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming
of the above, 1 cau furnish them cheaper than auy
one else.
JAM ICS P. SLEEPER.
Aug. 0, 18*52.

Port land

TIIRUSSES applied without extra charge, and *
A perfect tit guaranteed. Children’s Truss*'*, aisd
instruments for the cure of bow legs, weak ancles and
club feet. Elastic Stockings for the^cur© of enlargeo
veins constantly on hand.
augtTdtf
IT" The Poor liberally considered.

on

COFFINS

HARMON.
dJtwtf.

AVaiilod.
years’ experience

LOVELL

Having purchased

-AT-

DEALERS

ere nr*

dly

3-ood.s

C.

W. II. KENNEY Ac CO*

Widgery’it Wharf, Portland, Me.,

102 MIDDLE NT., PORTLAND.

II.

SAWYER Ac WHITNEY.

JnlSltf

Tailor,
STREET,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

IDry

are requested to call, as we are detergive good bargains to those who pay cash.
Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Whf.

tP* floods delivered in any part of the city, fee#
of charge.
sepd—3*n

-AND

Carpet-Bags,

Hard and Soft Wood.

Pauls Vests Jackets,

Portland, August 8, 1882.

quality, and

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

tutt* n

U. KbliVlA

EXCHANGE

98

best

*a

the Tailoring Establishment ot

A. D. REEVES,

PROVISIONS, FRUIT, YKURTABLER,

ANI)

at

Cut, made and trimmed

GROCERIES,

a

Ladies’ Riding Habits, Ac.,

UKALKRK IX-

CHOICE FAMILY

order

of

are

mined to

No. 08 FiXehMnge Street,
Portland. August 6, 1862.
dly
\AA Coats

JOHNSON & CIIENEBV,

the
strictly
THESE
warranted to give
infraction.

COAT, PANTS AND VKST,

by hand,

cents.

1IALL L. DAVIS,
Aur. an, lw.

A11

vour

consisting of a

-AL DRESS
made

COAL

The public

en,

HOURS!

TWELVE
as

CASEY'S U. S. TACTICSj
Department; also,

CUMBERLAND

ovor

..

LOBBERT,

Pare and Free Baraiag.

Coal*

old friends and cusa call.
[aug30-3m

MOUNTAIN,

JOHN'S,

run smiths’ i\sk.

Adjutant

New Works !

the War

LOCUST

Term ot

At the short notice of

Adopted by

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH
LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,

of the War.

general assortment of

a

CASH,

TO ANY PART OF THECITT.

HAZEL TON

discharged. Medi-

sooner

sixty

One huudred and

JOHN PI'KITTOM,
Keeps constantly

and rations from date of enlistment.

service three years unless
cal attendance free.

Na. 183 Farr Street, Parllaad,
prime

FOR

SPRING

To residents of Portland having ffcmilies, SI per
wife, and GO cents for each child.

week for

or

to

WOOD;

&

CHEAP

give

Pier and Mantle Mirrors,

_

Onlnanrc Oflrr,
War Depart*vm\ I
Washington, Sept. 4. 1863.
T>ROPOSAL8 will be received by this Department
X uutil 5 P. M. on the 13th September. 1862, tor the
delivery at the New York Ordnance Agencv. No. 56
White Street, New York, where
samples can be seen,
off—

DELIVERED

tV" Hi#
liiniacaH.

Hangor,

of

eompanic of rolantmin for this aervkr. and
Orderly Sergeant, or Manieipal officer, in charge of rolunteera or drafted
men will
seasonably notify the Commandants, at the
res|iective rendezvous to which they are assigned of
the time at which such volunteers or
drafted men
will

proved

Styles
FOB-

*

thereof, will rendezvous as follows
CumUrlaud, York, Oxford
<«">P Abraham Ltocotn at
*
Lyiieh.
Commandant.
From the counties of
Franklin, Somerset, KenneLincoln and
ly/.jy,-1
h?f’
Knox,except the towaa
of Camden, Hope and
Appletou, at Camp fc. D.
Augusta, Col. George W. Kicker, Command-

»“ I11* co“"H“ •*

...d

_

fan,, both
Manufacturer,' Trice,,
By KENDALL * WHITNEY,
Old City llall, Tortland.
of Fruit

A (iood Chance to Make Money.
can

Comm,l”d«r-Io-CU»r ordmaad

D,°"‘h*’
.n,d7rTt£<W^?«o.r?>p,n'brc,,,"<‘
resident
call of Aug 4th. and volun■now tne I
eers In lieu

....

Sugar,

by JOHN LYNCH ft CO.

For sale

_je2&-8iu

secure a

throughout with the latest improvements, in her capstans, puichases, wheels,
steering apparatus, pumps, tanks, and general
arrangements. She will lie ready to make her

•Hriintr

ly

Cardenas Molasses,
2HHDS.
*iU £00 do. MiHcavado do.
10U boxes H. B.

She Is furnished

trip

Cargo

___

1800 hhds.
1200 hhds.
8000 sack*

were

Brnnswiek,that Bro. T. was
investing very largely in dry goods, aud millinery but did not feel disposed to make too
free with his private business, and so kept silent. Those numerous headaches, and sea-

°T*™*r *Ud

}V.—United

SALT,
and in

has told his readers of.

J

Auguitm, Aug. 80,1882.

GENERAL ORDER No. 42.

ready

Commercial Street, head of Hobson’* Wharf.
Inquire of J. H. II AM LEX,
Office on Hobson's Wharf.
*op4tf

informed, when in

LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.

safety.

ular*

August 9th, 1862.

Constitution, talks to the people
provisions being violated by the
Executive! Tlsit's what the boys

TrunksI

New York Market.

Spirits Turpentine

DWELLING-HOUSE, No. 66 Free
Street, is to be let, aud possession given
immediately. The premises may be examined at any time. For further partic-

about its

EjF”The Lewiston Journal intimates that a
wedding is to come off in Brunswick, and that
Tenney, of the Telegraph, knows more about

head quarters,
Adjutaht (.nnui'i Omci, |

House to Let

Stute Convention. Lee must have been reading the Saco Democrat. He, in Maryland, to

would call “cheek.”

|

Also

the rebel
Gen. Lee has offered to bet one thousand dollars that he will be in Washington in a week.

The Portland Band have unanimously voted
to take the bet. and the Southern papers will

|

good repair.

lady correspondent

enjoyed the exquisite pleasure ?
Bet Taken.—It is reported that

corner

rooms

It is

in Auburn sends
of poetry entitled ‘Kiss Me Before
You Go.’ We will do so with exquisite pleasure.—The times calls for every man to uo his
duty.—Lewiston Journal.
But will you go Bro. Dingley, after you have

piece

us a

011

BRICK HOUSE on Garden st, eleven
and all other conveniences, all iu

A

a

valuable and ingenious invention.

nature.

Tile cricket match between Canadians and
Americans resulted in favor ot Americans,
w ith Hve wickets to go down.
The return

in I tah.

received here from York, I*a.,
to-day, which show that there is no interruption of facilities in that direction.
On amt after to-morrow passes w ill lie required from all vessels, bout*, Ac., navigating
tiie Potomac river. These will la- issued by
the commanding officer of tiie flot illa, and may
lie obtained from the naval vessels stationed at
Alexandria, or at the mouth of the river.

burning
chimney,

MAINE.

Streets.
Please call and examine for yourwlves
d8ur
Aug. 88.
C. 1*. KIMBALL.

Patent Burner for
Kerosene and Coal Oils, without a
that

STATE OF

11.

Gen. Lee lias issued the following proclamation;
i
Lin’s II EAiiqr ARTE its,

Salt Lake City, Sept. 10.
James Forties lias just arrived here from
Snake river and reports that two trains were
attacked by the Indians at Tublett’s Cut-off,
,'tOO miles North of this city. Fifteen or twenty persons were killed, including women and
children.
Four parties have arrived here during the
past week, having been driven hack by the
Indians. One party of 12 had had live wounded in a tight witli a small party of Snake Indians. The Snakes and Ballcocks and the
Shoshones are well armed witli rifles and revolvers, and are determined to prevent emigrants from going into Salmon county.
The overland mails are arriving and depart-

letter*

We learn

trial

Commanding 3d Army Corps,
Army of Virginia.
Acting Assistant Paymaster Joseph Watson
has lieen ordered to the steamer Montgomery.
Acting Assistant Paymaster W. K. Whitmore
hus liecii ordered to the steamer Valley City.
The Secretary of the Treasury, on ap]>cal,
has affirmed the decision of Collector Harney,
imposing under the act of March 2d, 1861,
duty at the rale ot two cents per pound on
merchandise claimed by tlie importers as chain

No mails

and

Puii.ADKi.pniA, Sept. 11.
Mayor Henry Issues the following address.
Citizens of Philadelphia:—At a late hour tonight tile Governor of Pennsylvania has addressed to me the following dispatch: “We

#

Depredations

Harrisburg

Philadelphia.

This solemn accusation from the grave of a
gallant officer who died for his country, is entitled to great consideration; and 1 feel called
upon to endeavor to meet it as well as so general a charge, from one now no longer able to
sup|>ort it, can lie met.
I therefore beg you to please cause a court
to be instituted for its investigation, and in the
absence of any knowlcde whatever as to the
particular act or acts, time or place, or general
conduct, the deceased inay have had in view.
I have to ask that the enquiry be. without limitation, and be upon any |H>int and every subJect which may in any way be supposed to
have led to his belief, that it may Is1 dire ted to
my whole conduct a« a General officer, either
under another or while in aseperate command,
whether on matters of administration or command, to my correspondence with any of the
enemy’s commanders or with any one within
the enemy’s lines, to my conduct and the |>olicy pursued by me towards the Inhabitants of
the country occupied by our troops, with reference to themselves or their
property; and further. to any imputations of indirect treachery
or disloyalty towards tlie nation or
any individual having, like myself, an important trust,
whether 1 have or have not been liiithlul as a
subordinate to those placed over me, giving
them heartily, to the best of my capacity, all
tlie support in my power, and whether 1 have
or have not failed, through unworthy personal
motives, to go to tlie aid of or send reinforcements to my alleged brother commanders, that
this subject of my alleged treachery or disloyalty may lie fully inquired into.
I lieg that all officers, smdiers or civilians,
who know or think they know of any act of
mine liable tri Hie eliarge in question, tie allowed and invited to make it known to the court.
1 also beg that proceedings of the court may
be open to tlie press IVoin day to day.
1 have the honor to be, very respectfully,
your most obedient servant.
Ikvin McDowell,
(Signed)

Indian

Mayor Henry.

Rebel Army bound for

1 have been inlorincd by a (senator that he
lias seen a note in |>encil. written by a Colonel
of cavalry, mortally wounded in tlie recent
battle, stating, among other causes, that he
was dying, a victim to McDowell's treachery,
and that his last request was that this note
might lie shown to you. That tlie Colonel believed this charge and felt that his last act on
earth was a great putlic service, there can be,
.'iiuii.

for male.
now

__

MISCELLANEOUS.

undir*lgne«l offer* for Ml*, .iikat, Hip DwellTHE
ing llouw, lie
the
of
oei-iipi,,.
Cumberland and Partis

The Hath Times learns that Mr. J. E.
Puringtou of that city was wounded In a recent battle, and not killed as
reported.

Federal

Washington, Sept 0,1802.

ijin

TOR SALE & TO LET.

subvert the

Proclamation of

To His Excellency the President:

tiiiiiiv, ii«s

11—2.30 P. M.
a fight will

coma

Mate Tims. O'Connor, having failed to report
in obedience to orders, liave been drop|>ed from
tlie rolls of tlie service.

a

Sept.

special dispatch saySugar Loaf Moun-

that mir lorccs occupy
tain.

It Is generally expected 'that

departments

grades.
Acting

a

ing

Washington, Sept. 11.
Tlie following prisoners o! state were bro't
to the Provost Marshal's otliee tills morning
and sent to tlie old Capitol prison: S. If. Piles,
W. U. Howard, K. T. Tnrtsjx and K. N. Gott.
They were residents of Upper Maryland, and
were sent in by tlie Provost Marshal General
of tlie army of Virginia. Tlie rcliel soldiers
captured at Vienna, were also sent to tlie old
Capitol this morning.
About noon tlie steamer S. R. Spaulding arrived, having on board between 300 and 400
convalescents from tlie U. S. general hospital
at Portsmouth Grove, It. 1.
Correspondence of the Associated Press—A
more cheerful spirit
prevails in Washington.
Tlie apprehension of danger to tlie Capital
seems to have passed in view of the
military
movements to foil the
supposed intentions of
the reliels. The general impression to-day is,
that invasion of Maryland is lor food mid other
supplies, ami not for a general raid into the
State ol Pennsylvania.
It is not supposed that our army will seek
tlie enemy to tight him upon his own field, but
coniine itself more especially to the defence of
Washington, while it is menaced in force within cannon soui.d from the Capitol.
Nothing however is known witli certainty
as to what the reliels design, this
being a mere
matter of conjecture.
All the weaker points open to the Capitol
are now sufficiently
strengthened to re-assure
us of our safety.
Gen.
Ranks
is
Maj.
rapidly recovering from
tlie injuries heretofore received, and is stopping witli Gov. Roiitwell. He is at headquarters to-day attending to business.
There is less excitement now about the public
than perhaps at any former
period since tlie war commenced.
The city has nearly been cleared of all the
stragglers, including not a few of the lower

campments from 5 A. M. till

War

near

The City Considered Hale.

marching

tion

administered the Gas to about a dozen ladies
and gentlemen. One who was
present said
that uuder the influence of the Gas, the sub-

a

cables made of wire or rods less than one half
of an inch in diameter. To this it is interposed
Expected Raid on Chamberaburg.
that ill commercial usage anil parlance in this
country and England, there are no chains
Jackson's Army on the Move.
know n as chain cables made of wire or roils
less than one half of an inch in diameter. It
is also affirmed that orange m'nerai was prop5000 Cavalry at Newmarket.
erly assessed at two twenty-live per hundred
pounds. It is not provided for liy name in the
Haiihisbi-ro, Sept. 11.
law, but is used for the same general purposes
The following order lias just beeu issued by
as red lead, and that compositions of
glass for
of
the
President:
authority
jewellers’ use, lieing a inauulacture of glass or
thousand
of
the
freemen
of
of
which
is
a
Filly
Pennsylglass
component material, is subvania are hereby called for immediate service
ject to a duty of thirty per cent, ad val.
to repel the now imminent danger from invaTlie Commissioners of internal revenue has
sion by toe enemies of the country.
Officers
established the following regulations concernin command of company organizations, as auing the commissions allowed to purchasers of
thorized by General Order No. 33, w ill at once
stamps:—The commissioner will lie paid in
the
rc|Kirt by telegraph
place of their head- stamps, that is, a remittance of $50 wilt entitle
the
quarters, so that orders may lie issued from
purchaser to stamps amounting to $51; a
these head-quarters for transportation to Harremittance of $lono will entitle the purchaser
for
such
as
be
ordered
to
worth of stamps.
$1050
risburg
companies
may
to move. Further calls will be made for addiThe Solicitor of the Treasury lias given an
tional forces as the exigencies of the service
opinion on the liability of manufacturers to
The formation of companies
exaction upon goods removed from the place
may require.
under the general orders should continue to be
of manufacture prior to Sept. 1.1803. This
made as rapidly as (Kissihle, until all able hodopinion is in the hands of the printer, and will
of
ied loyal men
be published in a few days.
Pennsylvania are enrolled
and ready for service. By order of
Collectors of Customs at the several ports
GOV. Cl'KTIN.
are instructed to receive inpayment of duties
all
delimit ire ccrtillcates issued by them, the
i.iu.1 air ciuuiuiiiicu iui
uir
p>.uny ui 1 njiu |
same lieing made receivable for duties
Palmer and tlie troops of mounted scouts
by tlie
who, when last heard from, were in the neighborhood of Hagerstown, procuring informaFALSE REPORT.
tion of the enemy's movements.
Hagerstown is now occupied by a large
Rebel Invasion in Maryland.
force of rebel cavalry. They w ere in possession of the telegraph office, and had comPhiladelphia, Sept. 11.
menced tearing up the track of tlie Franklin
The rebel rejtort received via. Memphis, in a
Railroad.
dispatch dated (itit inst., slate that (Veit, KoseA cavalry raid is expected atCliambersburg,
eranz had attacked the reliels at Tupelo, Miss.,
and many citizens are preparing to leave.—
anti had Iteeit reptdsed, is proved to lie false by
Force enough it is expected will he there to
a letter in the Cincinnati Commercial, show ing
check any such movement.
tliat on tiie tith inst., lien. Kosecranz and itis
General Reynolds, of the Pennsylvania rearmy were at Inka, Miss., and Itad no engageserve corps,is expected to arrive here to-night
ment witli the enemy.
to assume active command of all forces lor the
A special dispatch to the Inquirer of this
defence of the valley and Harrisburg.
city, says: Information lias just been received
Midnight.—A scout from Frederick says he
from highly reliable sources, that tlie rebels,
was ill Frederick yesterday, and that the re20,000 strong, with 4S pieces of artillery, look
liefs broke up encampment at half past one
possession of Hagerstow n at twenty minutes
that morning, ami marched in tlie direction ol'
past nine o'clock this morning. The telegraph
Hagerstown, Stonewall Jackson leading. He
ojierator skedaddled.
saw them
from their numerous cu-

Gas”

at the City Hall.
Dr. Colton’s reputahaving preceded him, both as a scientific
man, and a first rate manager, (he having
managed most of the Lectures at the Cooper
Institute, New York, for the last four years)
he will no doubt be welcomed to Portland by
an overflowing house.
Yesterday afternoon Dr. Colton gave a short
lecture (ltev. Mr. Gallaudett interpreting) to
the deaf and dumb, at the City Hall, and then

The Rebels in force

BATTLE IIOEKLY EXPECTED.

TO THE

Casco.—The quota of this town was 18,
Company No. 1 raised their quota of 5, Wednesday, without drafting. Company No i
raised on the same day, 17, being four mor<
than the quota, without drafting. Well doiu
Casco. There was the utmost ]>atriotic feel-

whenever they clear, whether foreign or coasters, to take an oath of allegiance to the United
States.

to act on the Defensive.

McDowell requests
Martial.

Liverpool papers per steamship Norwegiat
at Quebec from Liverpool.

ing displayed

Army

enemy.

indebted to Mr. How, Foreigr

arc

Mail clerk in the Post Office, for London

bones of

Our

EDWARD SHAW, Secretary.

YOU

-(VAST Til*-

Best

Ambrotype

or

Photograph,

not foil to cull »t No. 27 Market Square, whore
ihot take I'KIli WT LIKENESSES, and warrant saltafocthxa. at prioar xhich defy competition.
N B.— Largo Ambrotype* only Fyftrm Ctntt.

DO

LEWIS,
Square, lfd I’rebl*.

TRASK A
~7 Market
July 14th. 1862.

St.

dtf

Gilt Frames.
LANDSCAPES of any
pattern. and beat
to
workluau.hinby
UuKKISON * to., 26, Market Square
rOKTHAITS on
Ptll
„ixe
itylo desired—latest
order
m.de
or

%

Adventure with

Boa Constrictor.

a

Expressly corrected for the Press to Sept. 10.
5
p bbl.
54@
Ashes, Pot.
6}aJ 6
Apple*.
Apples, (irecn p bbl. 31 60 @ 2 00
6 {ty
7
Apples, Sliced p lb.
6
6 (ty
Apples, Cored p lb.
2 (©
3
Apples, Uncored p lb.
Bread.
4 75 @ 6 00
Bread, Pilot p 100 lbs.
3 76 « 4 00
Bread, Ship.
Crackers |mw bbl.
3 25 g 8 60
35 gy
Crackers, p 1U0.
40
Butter.

Butter, Family p !b.
Butter, Store'.
Bean*.
Beaus, Marrow p bush.
Beans, Pea.
Beans, Blue Pod.
Candle*.
Candles, Mould p lb.
Candles, Sperm.

.u_

Cheese, Vermont p lb.
Cheese, New.
C'ou I—(Retail.)
Coal, Cumberland p ton.
C«*al Wbiteasb.
Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Franklin.
Coffee.
Coffin*, Java p lb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.

than this ?

Cordage,

stock in

MORRISON

June24dtfw3t

Cream Tartar.

Logwood

ex.

Magnesia.
fine
Indigo, Manilla,

Madder.

Opium.

Rhubarb.
Alcohol.
Fluid.

Saltpetre.
Vitriol.

No.
No.

2

cast

•

Oranges.
Raisins—
Blue, cask.
Black.

Bunch, box.

Layer.•

Dates.

67
fin

Fancy.
Extra.

Family.

family.

1.
fancy.

Canada sufwr No.

superior extra.
Rye Flour.

GERMAN,

Buckwheat Flour D lb.
Corn Meal.

GOODS,

3
2
2
1
1

2 60

8
6
4
8
0
3

<1

13 ®
25

7

15
00

tt
a
a

10
;*>
12
35
2 60

non*'
a)

20
7 50

o

none.

8 00
8 40
8 02
07

10 no
8 80
3 88
09

a

«
a

5
6
6
6
6
fi

00
25
60

a
a.
u

IN>

50
60

a
«

loj
5
6
6
fi
7
6

26
60
75
fcj
fio
75

Shot—p

6
6
6
«
6
6
4

8

12
12
02
12
60
87
25
02
60

(«r
*>
a
«

m
o.
«

a

17 00

a

30 00

«

alt Skins.

cits,

lbs.,.

76

urj.

Sort, 1801.

15

16

I.cm liter.
New York,

light.
md. wt».

1

slaughter.
American Calf Skin*.
Slaughter Wax Leather.

|

American

Foreign

Sherd and

Tig, p 100 lb.
••.

Pipe.

No. 4.

Spruce.
Hemlock.
Box Shooks, (cash).

Clapboards,
Shingles,
••

S extra.
P
Cedar, extra.
No. 1.
extra pine.

Laths, Spruce.
llw.
Bed Oak Staves
Mol. IIlid Shooks &
••

•to

•*

**

Heads, city...
**

country

ouutrv KitT Mol. Hhd. Shook*.
1 >ry Rill,.
Moons

<

..

Hackmetack Timber, p tun.
Lime.
Lime, Rockland, cask.
Mulaavr*.
Molasses, (ietiAigoa.
Molasses, Cuba clayed.
tart.
Molasses,
Molasses,
Mnscovada,.
Molasses, New Orleans.
Portland Syrup.hhd*
Nails.

12}

9} a)

JO

<aMk.
Pitch (Coal Tar).

Jkwin.

Turpentine p gul.

Twine.
Cotton
Flax

24
26
75
17
00
8 00
9 25
h

,,
.m

gr

@

70

38
311
28
33

«

00

;j
n

no

u
^

ou

bbls25

37}@

3 50

00

80
3 25

0 ini

o2oou
(m

2 60

On hit in.

Oakum, American.
Oil.
Portland Kerosene IlluminaCg Oil
Machine.
t Marine.
Sperm Winter.
1
Whale, ref. Winter.
Summer.
• •rand Bank and Bay Chaleur.... 19
Shore. J8
*•

Linseed.

pjg
40
75

none
none

9 nj
01
9'-a)

9J
10J

11®
9|<*^
12}®
12}aj

12

11|
13
13

I2ja)

13

81®
5j ®

9
6

—

76 @ 1 00
1 00

75 ®
60 ®
45 ®

75
60

66 (®
46
42 a
00 ®
62 ®
45 «
76 u 1
0 00 ® 1

00
60
45
70
65
50
00
50

38 %

00
851

344

w

60®
40 ®
45 ®

"

•*

66
00
60
00
14 J

26 (of

India.

14®

2 25 ® 2 75
3 00
2 60

d

®

4 00
3 00

W ovd.

Hard, retail.
Soft,
Wssl.
Fleece.
Lambs.

0 00 @ 0 26

4 00 ® 5 00

42 @
47

Pigs and slabs.

6f®

Sheathing.
Exrhnnae.
On London—00 davs.

90®

Sheet Mo<stman 11.

64

9 ®

1

Paris.../ 4

27j®
40

9j

00

aeptl0eod8w

1 26

@ 4 45

UNION FOREVER!

FRA XK FIX FAMIFV SCHOOL

Bor Boys,
T0PSHAM, MAINE.

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

FALL TERM of this

highly successful school
will In-gin Sept. 10th, 1862. ami continue tweuty-

JOHNSON,

NEW EECEUITS WANTED!

A., Principal.

Patron*,
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Mayor, Portland.

Latest from Headquarters !

A. Spring. Esq.,
8. C. Itlaneliard, Esq., Yarmouth.
II011..I. W. Bradbury, Augusta.
Jones P. Wane.
Bangor.
( apt. C. H. Soule,
Freeport.
Ia'vI Young, Esq.. Ottawa, C. W.
Win. Jarvis, Esq., ( astine.
Prof. O. E. Stowe, Andover, Mass.

Esq".,

Jiff

GREAT EXCITEMENT

J*ermi union.

AT

Woods, and Faculty of Bowd. Coll.
('bickering. 1>. D., 1'ortlaud.
*•
Charles A. Lord, Esq.,
Rev. Wooster Parker, Belfast.
II011. J. L. Cutler, Augusta.
jull9MW4S6w

1\

CONSTANT supply of best Extra
Leaf, and at low rates at
26 Market

OF
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Railroad for

Monday Morning and Saturday Evening Trains.
On Monday trains leave Augusta at 5.90 A. M., and
Bath at 6.30 A. M., for Portland, connecting with the

8.45 A. M. train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 P. M.. on arrival of train from Boston, for Hath and Augusta.

Deep

Cold

SQr a

re.

ttllWAlGirS.

by

W. D.

WT You

can save

oflice.

f>le

with

LITTLE, Aoent,

dawtf

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after Monday, May 6. 1862,
trains will leave Portland for Lewiston
uimj

iia uiuiiknick, mil

Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Hath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. M.

NIAIXE.

description,

Nnmmer
Is

AT

dolliin**-

wiling, regardless of Tost,

BURLEIGH'S.

HEAD QUARTERS,

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdav*. Thnrsday* and Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton, Peru
and Dixtield; returning opposite dav s.
Stage leaves North Jay tor East Dixtield, Dixtield,
and Wehl, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturday*;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and kingtield, on Wedncsdav* and Satur-

!

Avon

Passenger* for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or kenuelM^ A Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON, Sup’t.
Farmington May 6, 18*3.
juu<*23dtf

I

Auouhta, Aug. 20, 18U2. i
GENERAL ORDER. No. 34
In pursuance of the request of the Secretory of
War. cantaiued in General Order No. 00 of that Depart incut, Sect. 2d of which is as follows, viz:
"The Governor* of the several States

are

MILITARY
For

hereby

of the commandants:*’
It in nrtlrred. That the places designated in General Order No. 82 of this Department, viz: Portland,
Augusta ami Bangor, will be the rendezvous of the
drafted militia of this State, and volunteer* in lieu of
draft; and the following gentlemen have been appointed commandants thereof, compensation to be
determined by the War Department.
John Lynch for the rendezvous at Portland, which
will lx- known as “Camp Abraham Lincoln.”
George W. Itieker for the rendezvous at Augusta,
which will lx* known as “( amp E. 1). Keyes.”
Gideon Mayo tor the rendezvous at Bangor, which
will be known as “Gamp John Pope.”
By order of the Commandor-iii-Chief.
JOHN L. HODSDON.
a22d3t
Adjutant General.

dispatch,

and at low

prices.

CUSTOM
:

every description, made to order and warranted

to tit.

The

largest

and best selected stock of

READY-MADE

CLOTHING,

AM)-

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,

Adjutant

Qbvbul'i okkh k.
Augusta, August 23, 18*12. )
GENERAL ORDER No. 37.
1.—The enrollment required under the directions of
Genera! Order No. 28 will be made in accordance
with the provision* of the act of Congress of July
17. 1882. entitled "an act to amend the act calliug
forth the militia to execute the law* of the Union,
suppress insurrections and repel invasions, approved
February 28th, 17‘.*5, ami the act amendatory thereof,
ami for other purposes,” w hich provides that the en-

-Kver offered in

Maine,

can

be obtained at-

BURLEIGH’S,
All of wldcli will be sold so
isfaction to the pnrehaser.

as

to

w

arrant entire sat-

aceordmgly.

of drafted men
place
elected
the

AND TRIMMING GOODS

be

Are

unlimited in quantity, quality or price, and will
low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.

be sold very
:

Buyers
chasing elsewhere,
will

list*

on

do well to look at
as

it

was

before purbought before the great
our

stock

goods.

.Voiildinp>.
quantities
prices, in made
and

to suit the
finished to

MORRISON GO.,
Market

Square.

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
Portland, July 22, 1SG2.

dCw

their estiecial accommodation.
Dr. If.’* Eclectic Renovating Medicine* arc unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in Vegulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will rtnd it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have Men tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with hill directions,
I>K. HlGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street, corner of Nliddlc, Portland.
A

lady of experience

promptly

ENTRANCE

Job
on

Work,

the meet liberal

83) EXCHANGE STREET,

Order, let* at the
and
will

counting-room of the Daily Praaa
Maine State Preag. bead of drat tight of itaira,
be promptly attended to.

tT" The odlee ia .applied with

at

PAST PRE88ES AES STEAK

POWER,

And ita

eapacitynnd faeiiitiea for doing work ia good
atyle are eqoal to any in the City or Stale.

one of their
in constant attend-

s. A. FOSTER * CO.

jull—3m

Dr.

P

July 17, IKS.

anf

THE PORTLAHD DAILY PRESS

SUMMER MEDICINE,

Langley’s

STEAM

of

POWER

Yellow

Wild

Sarsaparilla.
Cherry,
COMPOSED
Dock, Prickley Ash, Thoroughwort, Rhubarb,

Mandrake, Dandelion, Ac., all of which arc so compounded as to act in concert, and assist Nature in
eradicating disease.
The effect of this medicine is most wonderfal—it
acts directly u|k>ii the bowels and blood, by removing

all obstructions from tin* internal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains of
life, putift iug tlie Mood, cleansing it from all humors
anti causing it to courts* through every part of tlie
body ; restoring the invalid to health and usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from the syst.wn. Liver Complaint. that main wheel of so many diseases, .faundance in its worst forms, all Biliiou* Disease* and
foul stomach.
Cost! veness, all kinds of Humors, Indigestion, lleadache. Dizziness, File*, Heartburn, Weaknt***. Pains in tlie side and bowels, Flatuor diseased Livleucy. Loss of appetite, and a
er, a disordered Stomach or bad blood, to which all
are more or less subject in
and Summer.
More than 20,0110
persons nave been cured hv this
medicine. It is highly recommended by Physicians
everywhere. Try it and rou will never regret it.
Bold hv all dealers in Medicine every whore at only
25 and 3$ cents per bottle. Orders addressed to

Book and Job

Printing Office,

No. 821 EXCHANGE STREET,
Fox Block,

Dyspepsia,

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

torpid
Spring

GEO. C. GOODWIN A CO., Boston.
junc21d4in

steamboats”

desirable mechanical arrangement ha* now
boon in use a sutlicicut length of time to *how
that it give* entire satisfaction and actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all other* in
the Spring Brd department, embracing a little more
of their excclrencies, and yet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as Irnir,’ and yet so recuperative as to bring itaelf Into ntace-w ith great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted strong and durable, and not liable to get out of order.

THIS

Weekly

Commercial House. Portland. June Iff. 18ff2.
Having introduced the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” into
after trial, I pronounce it to be
ray house, bed.
an
I ain using several kinds
easy and
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
fully equal if not better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

Passage to Liverpool. Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class. 935. First Class, 977 to 932—according
to accommodation,—w hich includes tickets on Graud
Truuk Railway.

Business Cards of Every
Style and Cost.

Prepaid

Portland and .Vw York Strainers.
“■*"

Portland, July 23, 18*12.
1

Anderson’ Spring lied Bottom, I can
recommend it as an excellent article.
LOT 31. MoKKILL.
Augusta, Aug. 5, is* 12.

(i<tods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, hastport and St.

Shipper*
steamer

EASTPORT, CALAIS
Chance of

recommend it to all who

ing tested the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’*
cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need

:

article: and I In lieve it to be superior to
anything of the kind now iu use.
Hav. E. HAWKS.
Waterville, April 12,1862.
an

1

Testimonials similar to the above have been rereived from the proprietors of the follow ing public
housesI’enobsot Exchange. Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.
Skowhegan House. Skowhegan.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.

Winthrop
Klmwoou

House, Winthrop.
House, Waterville.

should

to it

FROM

Sailing.

Deed*, Law Brief*,
And other

that hi*

a

SALE, by the subscriber, a handsome bay
seven years old, weighs about 400 pounds,
all harness, and reliable for childrcu to ride

F>Rpony,

kind hi
drive.

dim

$20.

EDWARD SHAW* Atfcat,
102 Middle Street, Portland.
dtf
June 23.

fiBAVESTO.VES.

1

i

/~1 OOD Bargains will be given to thoee who wish
to purchase (iruvestones or Monuments of any
d<*scriptiou. Those w ho will favor me with a call
shall he satisfied that they are buyiug a good article
at the lowest price.
Shop on Forest Avenue, near Evergreen Cemetery,
Stevens' Plains.

ji'oO—3m

DOCUMENTS executed with

Bronze, Colored, and all other kind* of

Printing,
Ex rested in taste to salt the most fsitilWoes.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

mUE MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purJL chased from the Hannibal A St. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing purpose*,
and have divided their profiertv into lots ami farms.
They an* offered to subscribers in shares of 920 each.
Maps, with ftill information, can be had by calling on

or

W. LORD, Kenuebunk Oepot.

LAW

Equity Case*,

Dispatch.

and after

HOMESTEADS FOR

is

July 24th,

of

Notice*

name

R.
1862.

Hays

From and after date, until further
notice, the new steamer “.Vine Fng»
kmd, ( * ft. r Fhul wffl Iwti
Railroad Wharf, foot State Street, every Tuesday and
Friday, at 6 o’clock. P. M., for Eastport, Calais aud
St. John.
Returning, will leave St. John, every Monday and
Thursday morning, at 8 o’clock.
ir Positively no freight received after 4 o’clock
P. M. ou the day of sailing.
Through tickets are sold by this line, connecting at
fiastport with stage coaches for Markins, and with ;
steamer Queen for Bobbinston, Calais. St. Stephens j
and tit. Andrews, aud at the latter place over rail- j
way for Canterbury fromthei.ee iht stage coaches |
for’ WoiHlstock and /fo<«//on, which is the cheapest j
and most expeditious way of reaching the Aroostook

Polieiert Printed and Bound for
Inauritnue Ooinpaniea.

the first of July, Postage Stamps
and Stamped Envelopes will not be charged at
the Post Office.
jcSfitf

correctly entered on the Ward List of w hich he is
Per order,
resident.
s. W LARRABEE. Chairman.
lwd
Portland, Aug. 23d. 1862.

see

the

& St. JOHN'.

We also ticket through per steamers amt railways
for Windsor. Hatifar. Ihgby. Fredericton, Sussex,
Moncton. Shediac, Prince Ed wants Island, Piet oh,
Xorth shore of X> w Brunswick, Mirimichi. and
Bay de Cha/eur.
August 4, 1«62. a 12 dtf C. C. EATON. Agent.

fill IE Board of Aldermen have prepared Check
A Lists of the legal voter* of the several ward*, to
the Ivest of their know-ledge, a* required by law, and
posted the same in Citv Building—entrance, tower
door. Myrtle Street. Tin* changes which will lie
found in said Lists this year, occasioned mainly by
change of Ward lines authorized hv vote of flu* citizens at the spring election, render* it imperative that
voter

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLER * GLL'TENED
WHEN DESIRED.

County.

Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Revere House, Yassallw»ro.
llaliowell House, llaliowell.
Chinn House. < 'hina.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Cusluioc House, Augusta.
Abbott * School Farmington.

eeery

uncnris, ms, in mu tr lamw.

requested to send their freight to the
before 3 P. M., ou the day that she leave*

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

desire to improve their slerpiugapsrlmoot*.
Al STAPLES.
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16, 1862.
I can
of such

Billet! * Circulars in Every Variety of Type.

are

Portland.
For freight or passage apple to
KM FRY k FOX. Brown's'Wharf, Portland.
II B ( ROM WELL & CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
June 23. 1862.
dtf
»

occupying

cheerfully

THE NEATEST MANNER.

run

John.

I have hnd the unspeakable pleasure of sleeping on
of the "Anderson Spring tied Bottoms’* for the
last three weeks, and must sav it far suifw***** anything I had anticipated. My wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest tor six months till
one of
these beds. She would not part with it on anv account
iiev. John ali,Ex.
Farmington, Feb. 28, 1862.

ould

BILL-IIEAD8 RULED AND CUT IN

Rooms.

3!r. I>. K. Fro hock ha* furnished the beds in my
house with the "Anderson Spring lied Bottom," and
I take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of the kind with which I am acquainted.
A. 11. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

w

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

is*a»e nr»WM »> Marl. rorfiami. every W rl'AKSDAY, at 4 I*. M.. ami leave l’ier 9 North River, New

York, every 8ATl'KI)AY. at 3o'clock. I*. M.
This vessel is fitted up with tine accommodations for
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maiue. Passage 96,00, including Fare and State

Having become fully satisH«i of the benefit of the
"Anderson Spring Bed Bottom." 1 have purchased
three of them at live dollars each, and do most cheer*
fullv recommend them to the public.
1)R. N. K. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.

I

“*>mlid and fast Steamship
TAKE," Captain SIDNEY
will until farther notice

eheerftilfy

Variety,

and return tickets issued at reduced rati**.

Excursion tickets to tlie World's Fair, out aud
back. 9180.
Apply to Kdmonstone, Allan A Co., Montreal, or to
J. L. FARM ER,
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23. 1802.
dtf

flnrnii.j

Fancy Types,

Quebec

with it.

urn n.

Book and

la adeqaate to do any work demanded in thb State.

JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND.

rum iiuu.

Their Ratabltahment b fornbhed with all the
approved modern machinery, and their aaaortmeat of

ONE of the following flr*t-cla«*. powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
AMKRH AN, NORWEGIAN. JURA.
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON. NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from QucImc etrry Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via
Passenger* leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 IV M.,
connecting with Steamer at
every Saturday

morning.

(From lion. Josiah II. Drummond.]
‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom/ and

pleased

BOOK AND JOB PBINTINQ!

Mail Line.

Londonderry.

We have introduced several of the justly celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our slcepiug
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any and all otherc we have ever
used. Our guests s{>cak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
W. D. Me LA POULIN k SON,
31 ay 12.18*>3.
Franklin House, Baugor, Me.
am using the
am very much

The Proprietor, of the Fntrun Dailt Da nee
reapectfolly in.itr attention to their fodltUee for ex*,
euting, in beanUfol atyle, every deeertptioa of

M ONTR K A 1.

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

*li«-tlim«l Pony.

1(>3 [Middle Street,

Directly orer the Magnetic Telegraph OOee. roarth
Story, where all rarietiee of

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

Oill, How wood. Itlark Walnut und
Oak

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE
STS.,
rox BLOCK,

Infirmary.

BY THE USB OF THE

Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent’s Hill.
iullTdft w6m

OCR STOCK OF CLOTH*

PRESS,

attended to

GREAT SPRING AND

Voting LiMfi.

rollment of the militia shall in all cases include all
the able bodied citizens between the ages of eighteeu
and forty-five, and General Order No. 28 is amended

Casco Bank,

Health and Strength Secnred,

Hav
Of

DAILY

Will be

“BUY ME AM) I'LL DO YOU GOOD

The I’rd Bottom 1 bought of you fullv merits my
expectations, and is fully up to your higfi recommen-

WORK,

orer

N. B.—LADIES desiring may consnlt

1CM—■——————

dations.

name*

II —Field officers of volunteer regiments raised in
for nine months' service, will
h>
captains and subalterns of the respective companies eomptadng the same.
III.—All men enlisting after this date, whether for
three *ears’ service or for nine months', in the place
of drafted men, will be credited to the towns in which
the* reside, amt not elsewhere.
Per order of the Comniaudcr-in-Cbief,
JOHN L. HODSDON, Adjutant General.
d3t
August 28.

officers, made to order, from the best material,

with

request mi forthwith to designate rendezvous for the
drafted militia of said States, and to appoint commandants therefor, and to notify the St'crctary of
War of the location of such rendezvous, and the

UNIFORMS,

Hm been removed from the office
office of the

to the

terms.

own sex.
ance.

one

ADJUTANT (iKNKRAI.’H OFKU'K.

CUSHING,

All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Address
DR. J. B HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
I’ortlaud.
ly Send stamp for Circular.
jull—d&w.3m3

DR.

Having

GOODS,

6r

sanity

TO THE LADIES.
HUGHES particularly invite* all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
5 Temple Street, w hich they will find arranged for

Leave I^ewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.
RTAME ftOXSKCTIOWR.

I

MILITARY

E sta.'blish.men't

Fancy

Eclectic Medical

Jl.

days, returning on Mondays and Friday*.
Stases leave Farmington daily, for Strong.
and Phillips.

SOB PRINTING

Plain and

cured.

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.
BUMMER

-AMD-

PRIVATE

Office 31 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this

June 23.

I

EOK SALE AT BURLEIGH'S.

Mouldings

provided

*

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
for a number of years confined bis attention to
diseases of a certain class. During bis practice be
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 5 Tetnstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
n all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no oue will be
seen but the Dr. himself,
llis remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a tew hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating io consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently

New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.
{^Tickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate*

163 NTiddle Street.

Of every

A T lowest cash
i.Y trade, bhip
order by

delicacy.

Niagara Falls.

and is

BOOK

Infirmary.

Established for the treatment of those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Homer and

RAILWAY.

ouaqe

THE

FOSTER

DK. IIl'tUIIEV

BY THE

broad

BOYNTON,

Eclectic Medical

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crosse, St. Louib,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

Tills road is

R E M O V A L!

by

No. 369 Congress Street, Portland.
dkwdm?

m&m THROUGH TICKETS

and

cured

p-JF“

To

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

wan

Certificates from numerous of his patients
will testify to his successful operations, all of which
may be seeu at his office.

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

Via

bov who

character.”

Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 8.00
P. M., on arrival of train from Portland and Boston,
for Wiscasset, Damari»cotta, Waldoboro', Rockland
and Thomaston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggiu, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains ruu daily between Augusta and Portlaud.
B. 11. C USHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
1862.
Augusta, April,
june23dtf

ERIE

H Itl l).

boy

Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

Leave Portland for Rath and Augusta at LOOP. M.,
connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road: and at Augusta with
the Somerset k Kennebec Railroad for Waterville,
Kendall's Mills and Skowbcgan, and at Kendall's
Mills with the Penobscot A Kennebec Road lor Pitts*
,held, Newport ami Bangor; arriving same night.

I

On Hand.
4

Passenger trains will leave daily, (SunfiHESIffdavH excepted) as follows:
Augusta tor Bath, Portland and Boston, at 11.15 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Farmington.

a

_PRINT I NG._

Of .Scrofuluiu Ophthalmia, a» tlie follow iug facts will
show:
“F'Olt a long time the boy’s eye-lids had
been entirely closed. Disease was consul*
almost hopeless. The
was put uu^'
der the care ot Dr. B., and after great patience and perseverance, with his electrical treatment
and with other curatives, he was able to lift his eyelids, when it was discovered that a false membrane
bad formed and covered the entire eyes. This was
removed by Dr. Boynton, and the boy's eye-sight is
now entirely restored, and his eyes stronger than ever before.
This should be known to all persons who
are similarly afflicted.
Although I understand that
the Doctor has for many years, in his operations on
these delicate organs—tin’- eye and ear. met with eminent success, he has not deemed it necessary to keep
blazing before the public his surgical skill in this particular part of his profession, but has been silently
performing cures, many of them of a remarkable

healthy

REFIRKRCEP:

Pres’t
J. W.

DR. II. J.

Commenced April 14th, 1862.

TESTIMONIALS :

weeks.
For "Circulars." kc., please address the Principal.
Parents are cordially invited to visit the school.
M.

A ltrmirkable Caw or

respectfully

60
00

Zinc.

WARREN

BLINDNESS

fixiug

Sail.

V ■irni*h.
Furniture Varnish.
Coach VarnMi.
Damar Varnish.

ANI> PORTLAND R. R.

diately

11 00 dll 50
12 75 (kl8 25
9 25 ® 9 GO

Baleiug.
Hemp

24}

65

16 on
2 46

4^ ounce* of silver spoon* or
plate, and
riding carriages of all descriptions, valued with the
harness at **T5 and upwards, must be assessed. With
tin* exception of fliese two items, there is not probably a farmer nor a mechanic in this district, within
the act. These are taxed at a sum so inconsiderable
that it is to be hoped every citizen who desires the
perpetuity of his government will, in this terrible crisis of its affairs, assume cheerfully his proiHirtion of
its necessary burdens, and if he is fortunately the
owner of an article liable to be assessed,
put a value
upon it which shall bring it within the net. It mav
be tin* only opportunity he will ever have to contribute a dollar for the preservation of hi* government.
The professional man
the retail trader whose
sales excised one thousand dollars per year—the manufacturer of
article
the
sales of which exc«*ed
any
six hundred dollars per year—the hotel keeper—the
man whose yearly income exceed* six hundted dollars, and several other employments are to Ik* assessed.
It is prestmifri all such are conversant with the provisions of this act.
1 would call their attention to sections from six to
eleven, inclusive, aud section fifty-eight.
These sections impose the duty upon every person
liable to be assessed for a tax or license, to call immeupou the assistant assessor and make up and
sign their several assessments, if they neglect so to
do. he is nsjuired to increase tlieir tax fifty per cent.,
and no discretionary authority is vested iu the axistaut or the assessor to make any abatement of this
amount. Bee section 11.
It will be perceived by a careful examination of
these sections, that Congress, relying upon the patriotism of the business uicu of the country, proceed**!
upon the hypothesis that every one liable to Ik* taxi'd
would substantially asM*ss himself, and sign the bills
the amount lie was to pay. If the act, therefore is complied with, the assistant assessor is but a
recording olhcer, w lio receives and properly enters
tin* lists delivered him by the citizen, and his duty in
relation to fixing a valuation upon objects liable to
taxation, is rather advisorv than absolute. In order
however to Drevent the seftish. the indifferent, or tlie
traitorous, from escaping their proper proportions of
the public burden. C ongress ha* fixed the peualtics
for their neglect, prescribed in section 11.
Having been intrusted by the 1‘resident with the
duty of seeing that these tax liats are properly prepared. aud seasonably delivered to tlie collector of
this district, I
request all good citizens
within it to call imm< 'iintrly upon the assistant assessor of the assessment district where
they reside, and
deliver him list* a* required in the sixih section of
the act. He will give all person* tin* necessary information to enable them to comply with its provisions, and furnish blauks therefor.
NATH L <i. MARSHALL.
Assessor's office. City Buildings, I
Tort laud, Sept.
18G2.
I
excess over
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Battra. rash
Straits, cash.

21

14 IN) «oo no
12 00 .« 14 (n)
10 00 a 12 00
8 ini a 10 00
45
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13 00 u 15 00
3i) 00
32 00
2 50 « 3 «mi
2 00 n 2 25
2 50 « 3 75
1 15
\ 20
1 37 ,0 1 H2
20 00 ;« 35 00
2 4»» (a 2 50
2 36 « 2 45
1 50 vu 1 75
1 25 « 1 35
1 16 m l 30
21 00 (a23 00
8 00 ^«lo 00

3

8

In}

a

V?

Nnvnl Store*.
I ar (in kegs) p gal.

8
~\a
® 3 25
0
00
®
8 00 ® 8 26
3 00
2 60

51

]l}.g

23

light contributions upon toe wetlth, the
luxuries, the pleasure*, and business of the country.
It confines its operations chiefly to the cities, tow ns
and villages, and gathers its revenues from the channels in which floats the money of the country.
•
It <foos not tax real estate of any description, nor
with a very few exceptions, personal property. J'he

j#

l.u tuber-From the yard.
Clear Pine—No. I
.f38 00 «00 00
Nn. 2. :« m */00 no
j
No. 3. 24 (M» .ado 00

Shipping Lumber.

levies its

jgj
9

,,

7 75
7 76
9 00

15 to

pj

19 (a)
22 vw
22
26 cij
63
10

heavy.

42
24 i
25
25
90
HO
2ft
M

io>

f,j,r

10

40 to
24
24 to
24 @
80 @
76 to
18 to

(W1

a

pi

8J

06]

if,'

Spring.

16

031

5}.m

Sheet Iron, Khglish.
Sheet Iron, Russia.
Iron, Russia iiu’t.
l.n rd.
Barrel, p lb.
Kegs, p lb.

6J

to
to

8]@}

Tin.

Plates—
Char. I. C.
1. X.

Assistant.
8th division, the towns of Westbrook, Falmouth,
Gorham, Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth; David
Torkev. of Westbrook. Assistant.
9th division, the towns of Bridgton,
Sebago, Baldwin, Standish, Naples, Harrisou aud Otis lie Id; Lot
C. Nelson, of Bridgton, Assistant.
10th division, the towns of New Gloucester,
Gray,
North \arniouth, Cumberland, Windham, Casco and
Uaymond; 8kwall N. Gross, of New Gloucester.
Assistant.
lltli division, the towns of Freeport,
Brunswick,
Harps well. Pownal and Yarmouth; Hkzkkiau B.
Means, of Freeport, Assistant.
The act under w tiich those assistants are
appoiuted
took effect on the 1st
of 8epteinber instant.
Citizens residing in tne large business centres of
this district have doubtless read it, and can hence
form their own conclusions in relation to its
provisions; but as there are many in the agricultural sections who may have been unable to obtain a
copy for
examination, 1 wish to call theirNttcntion to some of
its principles.
Soon after the rebellion broke out, Congress found
it necessary to assess a small direct tax on the several Stales, to maintain the credit of the
country. The
8tates being authorized to assume the
payment of the
sum demanded of them, had tho
power to assess it
upon all the property within their limits.
Farms and other real estate Iteing, from their nature, more exposed than other objects of taxation,
would suffer severely from the constant draft for
money, created in sustaining the government during
this war, and they could not long endure the burden
a direct tax would
impose upon them.
Maine’s proportion of that tax has beeu
liquidated
and paid. In order to provide in part for the future
expenses of the war, Congress wisely determined to
raise money from the people without State intervention, and without taxing the producing c asses. To
effect this object, and to make the tax equal in
every
State, they have passed what has beeu termed an Excise Act.
Passing by the farmer, the mechanic, the
the
fisherman,
luinlwrman, aud many other pursuits

ogj

IN
12i„

Sheet

6
12

Fancy,

STATE

h

8J

7
63
53

@

6l @

inis, common.
Natural Leaf,
pda.
in Foil.

20 00
35 00

70

6J

half

95
45

<»o

8J@

5's and 10’s lx*st brands.
5 s and Id's medium.
6's and 10's common.
ball pds. best brands.
half pds. medium good.

one

,t

to 9 50

6i@>

Rough.

T1HE

40 (a)

9 00

Team
Tea, Hyson.
Tea. Young Hyson.
Tea, Oolong.
Tea, Souchong.
Tobnrro.

76J

73

2jto

'•

run.

Sug.

100

6*
2*

fitfg

Canary.

fi
fi
09 a
lo
1 00 »» 1 70
1 16 o 1 25
90 (tt 1 on

Cast steel.
t.ernutn Steel.
Fnglish lilis. Steel.

!

9

9J

u

Ha Kit r.
Sugar, Portland A.
A A.
Sugar,
Yellow.
Sugar,
Sugar, Extra Yellow.
Sugar, Muscovado.
in !>ond.
Sugar,
Sugar, Havana Brown.
Sugar,
White.
Sugar, New Orleans.
Sugar, Crushed
Sugar, Granulated.
Sugar, Powdered.
Tnllow.
American refined.

70
«
fi2
17 0** •• 19 no
22 00 «24 001

Norway.

TAKEN

division, the towns of Buxton, Hollis, IJmington, Limerick, Cornish and Parsonsfield; Charles
E. Weld, of Buxton, Assistant.
6th division. Wards 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the
city of
Portland; Samdkl Small, of Ward 4 in said city,

day

Western Clover.
Red Top.
Linseed.

3

it.

Common.8A
Ketincd Iron.
3,! a
Swede.
5] a

SherifTs Snl<%

5th

lb.

Pimento.
Herds.

03
37
87
37
25
37
60
2

12 80 n 14 on
13 00 n 14 00
12 00 *14 00

alcutta Cow-Slaughtered.
Green Salt.
Dry.
Sheep Pelts, Green.

dOw

ant.

@11 50

Assistant.

Pepper,.

6
fi
6
fi
7
7
4

liny.
Hay |> net ton, Screwed.
llav, Lotte.
New do.

I

@16

7th division. Wards 6, 6 and 7 of said
city of Portland, Augustus F.gerrish.oI' Ward6,in said city,

Ginger, (Race).%.
(Huger.(Africa).

none

4 10 (a) 4 38
6 60 (a 7 26

First

@13

Koj.lins,

MEDICAL.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

approved

Oft
Oft
5ft
Oft
60
50
00

8J ay

Mace.
Nutmegs.

7 00 (a: 7 75

Blasting.
Rifle uud Sporting.

llspm

@14
@13
@14
@16
@14

9*to

Soap.
Soap. Loathe (c <iore’s, Trowbridge
& Smith’s Extra No. 1 p lbSoap. Family do.
Soap No. 1...
Soap. Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, Castile,.
Soap, Craue’s.
S pirrn.
Cassia p lb.
Cloves.

25
18

8 60
H 75
<1 5 00
a 8 60
87
6 75
76 vft 4 00
2 50

Barley.

*

12 00
12 60
14 ftft
16 60
14 00
13 00
14 60
11 00

Salt.
Salt. Turk’s Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)_
Salt, Liverpool.
Salt, Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
Ground Butter Salt.
Starch.
Starch, Pearl,.
Starch. Potato.

«

«

<

Hotel, uttd exnmine.

OOUARE or oval—every kind called for. These
being manufactured by ourselves, except those
necessarily imported, we can compete with any market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 26. Market Square,
MORRISON A CO’S.

25
37
f«n
25

fix
fio

Slaughter Hides.

KKDKKAL STltEKT,

Photographic Frames.

Rum,

8 00

«g

ig
(aj

«n«'P

00 @> 0 00
50 @
00
60 @ 8 76

Portland distilled.

Salrrntun.
Saleratus p

Hide* and Skiua.

I'k-nw

property.

«,

»4
40
70

Grind.lonrft.
Grindstone*, Rough, $> ton.
Grindstones, Dressed
Gunpowder.

20 Per Cent. Less

Kemp,

ct

22
15

Corn.

Shorts
ton.
Fine Finh!.

be found at the above place.

by

Pork, mess.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, Hams.i.
Pork, Pity Smoked Hams.
Produce.
Beef p quarter, p lb.
Eggs, p dozen.
Potatoes. pbrl(ncw.
Apples, dried, p lb.
Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.
Turkics.
Geese.
Veal.
Piekles, p brl....
Rice.
Rice p |b.

Coke.

Bye.

lionton.

NOTICE

Mess Beef..
do
Portland extra Mess do.
extra
clear.
Pork,
Pork, clear.

none

....

i* hereby given that the subscriber, Joshua R. Hawke*, of Windham, iu the County ot
Cumberland and .State of Maine, claims by mortgage,
two certain tracts of laud and the building* thereon,
situate in said Windham, bcuig the same conveyed iu
Samuel R.
mortgage to Frauk D. Hanson
bv hi* dot-d of May 6th, A. D. 1857, recorded iu the
Cumberland Registry of Deeds, book 292. page 265,
wliich inortgagf was dulv assigned to me by the -aid
Frank 1>. Hanson, the 14th day of June, A. I>. I860,
as will
appear by assignment then-of recorded in said
Registry, book 294, page 247. to which records I hereby refer, for a more particular description of -aid
The condition of said
mortgage has been
broken, by reason whereof 1 hereby claim a foreclosure of the same.
Dated at Windham, August 27th, 1862.
w8wll
JOSHUA It. 1IAWKES.

60 i® 4 no
37 « 2 76
25 n 2 60
25 a 1 60
12
1 374

Grniu.
Oats
South Veliow
Corn, Mixed

Notice of ForecioMir<%

55
46

@
26 eg

8J(cg

fancy.
superior.

DANIEL (XAKKE.

aug2lw3wlO

on

47A

Bnine*

.Hour,"Superfine.

extra.

OREN RING, Deputy Sheriff.

2}

none
none

Flour—Portland inspection.

••

particular*

jj

no

2foj

coinmon.

Ohio extra.

viz: seven hundred dollar* in one year, seven hundred dollars in two years, and seven hundred dollar*
in three years, with interest scini-aiimiaiiv. .Subject
also to another mortgage deed, dated Nov 24th, 1868,
and recorded in Cunite-r and Registry of Deed*, book
288, nage 481, given by the said Morrill to Emily
Boothby of said Portland, to secure paviueut of fourteen hundred and fifty dollars, in three vears, with
interest, reference to said deeds being hereby had.
made known at the time and
Further
place of sab-.

4{

.a>

32
2 25

Extra Su|K*rior.
Western extras.

August 18th, 1862.
Cumberland, •$.
on Execntlon. and will he sold at Public
Auction on Thursday the twenty-filth dav of
September, A. D. 1862. at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
St the Sheriff’s office iu rortland, in said countv,—
all the right in equity which Moses Morrill, of Rnxton, in the county of York, lias to redeem the follow
ing described real estate, viz: A certain piece or parcel of laud, with the building* then-oil,a* it now stands,
situated iu said Portland, and bounded us follow*:
commencing on the easterly sideline of (State street,
at the westerly corner of laud of Margaret Reeves,
thence easterly bv said Reeves' land sixtv-eiglit feet,
more or less, to land of H. W. A A. Deering. thence
nothc-rly and easterly by said Deering*’ line nineteen
and one half feet, more or les*, to a
point that will
strike the centre wall through the block of building*
thereon, thence through the centre of said wall to
State street, thence on State street to the bounds tiegun at. The same being subject to a mortgage deed
dated Oct. 16th, 1868, and recorded in the l umber
land Registry of Deed*. vol. 288^ nftge 366, riven
by
the said Morrill to Da* id llall of Portland, to secure
payment of twenty-one hundred dollars, a* follows,

Chicago

Portland

12

03] <g

Citron.#....
Wil. Pea Nuts.*....

Flour,
Flour,
Flour,
F'lour,

District of the State ol Maine, under the Act of Congress,
July 1. A. D. 18tB, entitled "An Act
to provide internal revenue lo
support tie Government and to pay interest on the public debt.
In compliance with the provisions of said Act and
instructions of the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, I hare divided said District into eleven
divisions, aud appoint an Assistant Assessor in each,
as follows:
The 1st division comprises the towns of
York,
Wells, Kcnnehnnk, Konuebunkport, and the city of
Biddelord; Joseph Braodon, Jr., of York, Assistant.
2d division, the towns of Kitterv,
Eliot, South
Berwick, Berwick nd North Berwick; Theodore
A.
of South Berwick, Assistant.
3d division, the towns of Lebanon, Sanford, Alfred, Acton, Shapleigh and-Newheld; John 8. Parker, of Lebanon, Assistant.
4th division, the towns of Saco, Dayton,
Lyman
ami Waterborough; John Gains, of Saco, Assist-

Proviniann.

1}

^

00

Eleme.
lemons, ease ...

DEALER IS

Portland, Aug. 1.

Hard.

KENNEBEC

Congressional

1 7ft @ 1 75
1 6ft @ 1 66
5 00 @ 6 60

Per ton Soft.
Ground.

RAILROADS.

E is
hereby given that I have been appoint\fOTK
i.S ed Assessor of Taxt-? for the First

9 00
9 00

L«*ad.
Planter.

06
00

3 jig

urrants.

Figs,

wly

of U. 8.

4j-gg

02 gg
\\uj
11

Shelled.
(

to 8 00
to
4$

7
300@326
3 00 to 3 26

Red

\jz

Almonds—Jordan V lb
Sot> Shell.

com*

9
9
9
8

Eng. Von. Red.
Litharge.

Frail.

IN A SUPERIOR STYLE.
As he does not intend to vary from hi* former
prices before he came to thi* city, he will sell them

A few door,

4J
2J

w

lo..

Shore No. 1.

suoacnner naopened n >\ archouse for fOFKINS and CASKETS. A large-assortment conon hand and manufactured at short notice

No. Ill

02

3..

Shore.
Labrador.
Scaled p box.
No. 1
Mackerel
bbl.
Bay No. 1.
Bay No. 2..
Bay No. 3.

Square.

ten »»kl In I liin iilat-n.

00
00

on
00

IVathem*
Feathers, Live Geese D It).
Feathers, Russia.
Fifth.
Fish, Cod large
quin.
small.
Fish,
Fish, Pollock.
Fish. Haddock, now.
Fish, Hake, new.
Herring, Pickled, |> bbl.

stantly

orur

2f»

13 (ty
4 \-ty

3»'» (&
08 (a)
47 yw

Ill Federal Street, Portland.

cull «t
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40
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1 80 « 1 38
G5 (ty
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Thrnu they liavo
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A NEW COFFIN WAREHOUSE.

to

G (ty
3 {ty

1 45 jy 1 50

Tent Duck, U. 8. 10 oi.
.12 oz.

28 and 30 Federal and 106 Congress Streets,

From 15

a)

02

Navy, Superior,

STATIONERY, TOYS, Ac.,

-®-

04
25
40
25
44
r>i

Dark,
Duck, Ravens.
Duck, Portland, No. 3.
No. 10.

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELEY,

can

1 30

quercitron Bark.
K<*d .Sanders.

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS,

P. J. Forribtall
June 23.

4

Sapan

(Successor to F. J. Korristsll and Mills k Forrigtall,

BANFIKLD.

20g)
03 (Q
16 (ty
17 'ty
22 w

Extract Loguood.
Nic
Wood.
Teach
IC«m1

A. W. BAN FI ELD,

ADDIBON W.

12yg
1

llypornic.
Logwood, Campeachy.
St. Domingo.

MORRISON k TO.

FANCY

10
111
10
13

11 ^
16■ ty

>avan\ma,.

Old Frames Re-Gilt,
RENEWED by

AND

Lead, in*'oil.
Lewis I@ad,
Boston Lead,
"
French Zinc,
American Zinc, **
Yellow.
Rochelle,
Portland

13J

@

15]■.«$

Camwood.
Fustic. Cuba

ON and after Monday, August 4th,
.Steamer TUTE will leave <>ntnd
•^^■RJ^^Trunk Depot Wharf 6, 8 and 10 A.
M.: and 1, 3, 6 and 7 I*. M. Returning, leave the
Island at fU. 9 and 11] A. M.: and 2, 4 and 9 I*. M.
%T TTCTCET8 12] CENTS EACH WAY.
auglltf

ENGLISH, FRENCH

13

Dye wood n.
Bar wood,.
Brazil Wood.

House, Cushing’s Island.

IMPORTER AMD

28
23
22J

none'

Sal Soda.

Camphor.

-TO THK-

AND

50 @ 8 75
00 (gy 0 00
00 (& 0 00
00 ^y 0 00

22 (m
21

Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
Bi Carb. Soda.
Sulphur.

FCltKY FROM PORTLAND

Ottawa

9
8-

<g)

0 27 @

Alum.
Alisw...
Arrow Root...

CO.,

20, Market

8
8
8
8

Russia.

Cement—per bbl.
Drag* and Dye*.

Goods & ( hi mii nls.

department in complete,
OURpricing everythis
article used in the art.
&

8

Bolt rope, Russia.
do.
Manilla.

“Ajax defying the light-

2 76
4

—

Assessors' Notice*.

Rum.

“(medium).
“(small).

Phntognipliic

30

8j<a)

Cordage, Manilla.

A little urchin some two or three years old,
being at a little distance from the house, was
suddenly startled by a clap of thunder, lie
was very much frightened, and made rapid
tracks towards the house. But as the shed
was the nearest shelter, he entered it. and easting a defiant look at the dark clouds, exclaimed: “Tilunder away! I'm under the shed!"—

ning,”

11^3

Cordage, American.

of a ten

wax

12

2H ^y

Coffee, Mocha...

hearing

How much better

20
15

3 00 n 3 12
2 02 ^ 2 87

Cordage.

...i_:_

Onion*
per bbl.
do p string.

2 75 @ 3 00

Coffee. Rio

of your balsam, I put some on the
acre field surrounded by a railfence, and in the morning 1 found that the
rocks had entirely disappeared, a neat stone
wall encircled the field, and the rails were split
into firewood and piled symmetrically in my
back-yard. I put half an ounce in the middle
of a hueklelierry swamp—and in two days it
was cleared off, planted with corn and
pumpkins, and a row of |>each trees in full blossom
the
middle.
As
an
of
its
treevidence
through
mendous strength, I would say that it drew a
striking likeness of my eldest son, drew my
second son out of the mill-pond, drew a blister
all over his stomach—drew off a load of potatoes four miles to market, and eventually drew
a prize of ninety dollars in the lottery.”
but

corner

17 (ty
14 ®

Chreae.

Camptienc.

—l_t

OFFICIAL.

g

Pninln.

AnIipn.
A»he* Pearl

A manufacturer and vender of quack medicines once wrote to a friend for a strong recommendation of his (the manufacturer’s) “Balsam.” In a few days he received the following, which we call pretty strong:—“Dear
Sir—The land composing tills farm has hitherto been so poor that a Scotchman could not
get a living oif it, and so stony that we had to

90 @
92
80
85
1 50 @ 1 60
1 65 @ 1 70
1 06 p 1 12

Lard Oil.
Olive Oil.
( aster Oil.
Ncatslbot Oil.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

One of the most thrilling incidents which
has ever come to our knowledge, occurred a
few days since in a “side show" with Van Ambugh i. Co.’s Menagerie, where two enormous
snakes—an anaconda ami a boa constrictor—
Both of the huge reptiles
are on exhibition.
are kept in one case with a glass top, opening
at the side, and the keeper was engaged in the
act of feeding them when the event occurred.
The larger of the snakes, the Imiu const rictor,
which is some thirty feet Ions, and as large
around the middle as a man’s thigh, had just
swallowed two rabbits, when the keeper introduced his arm and body into the cage for the
purpose of reaching a third to the anaconda,
While in tills position
at the opposite corner.
the boa,not satisfied witli his portion of the rations. made a spring, probably with the intention of securing the remaining rabbit, hut, instead, fastened his jaws upon the keeper's
hand, and, with the rapidity of lightning threw
three coils around the poor fellow,tints rendering him entirely helpless. His shouts of distress at once brought several men to his assistance, and among them, fortunately, was a
well known showmun named Townsend,a man
of great muscular power, and what was of
much more importance, one who had been familiar with the habits of these repulsive monsters all his life, having owned some of the
largest ones ever brought to this country.
The situation of the keeper was now perilThe first thing to be done
ous in the extreme.
was to uncoil the snake from around him; but
if, in attempting this, the reptile should become
in the least degree angered, he would, in a
second, contract liis coils with a power sufficient to crush the life out of au ox. A single
quick convulsion of the creature, and the
This
keeper's soul would be in eternity.
Townsend fully understood; so without attempting to disturb the boa’s hold upon the
keeper’s hand, be managed by a powerful, yet
ex'tremely cautious movement, to uncoil the
snake without exciting him; after which, by
the united exertions of two strong men, the
jaws were pried open, and the mail released in
a completely exhausted condition.
The bite
of the boa constrictor is not poisonous, and although tile bitten hand was immensely swollen the next day, no serious results were apprehended. A more narrow escauc from a most
horrible death, it would be difficult to imagine.

____a

Boiled,.

THE MARKETS.

MISCELLANY.

J. 11. COOK.

Our

SHOP

Styles

are

unsurpassed.

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
AXO

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.
Portland. June Pt. ISO.

data

CONGRESS STREET SERI VARY,
FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

Hiss E. L. Whittier,

THE
8th,

AUTUMN SESSION will

•

Principal.
commence

Sept.

ami (On tin ui* 1ft weeks.
Trior to July 21*t, fall information can be obtained
of the Principal, 849 ('ongrecu Street. Honrs from
8 to 1 o'clock, except Saturday*. After that time adplication tnav be made at 40 State Street.
2awl0w
1'ortland, June 28* 19tfl.

